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Foreword 

 

With Immense pleasure, I am presenting an Introductory Guide 

to Pashtun Nationalism which has become a very vague topic as a 

result of gigantic ideological investment, marred by the different 

ideological stains and claddings of Islam and Pakistan primarily.  

During the course of my struggle for Pashtun’s unity and 

reconciliation, from Kabul to D.I Khan and from Attock to 

Kandahar, I recognized specific alien priorities over Pashtun 

Nationalism in the wake of one millennium long Islamic Imperialism 

ranging from Muhammad Bin Qasim, Mahmood-e-Ghaznavi, 

Shahabuddin Ghori till the current day modern state of Pakistan and 

her Islamic imperialist tools like Talibans and Gulbadines. The 

booklet covers the historical events linking to the current day 

Islamist politics that will uncover the astounding fabrications largely 

considered as facts among the Pashtun circles.  

  

Pashtun Nationalism has been compromised in the most 

sophisticated ways and is still being used in favor of the enemy who 

is adamant to break the Pashtuns unity based on geographical and 

ideological grounds. In this guide, I have made an effort how 

Pashtuns have been ideologically compromised and deviated from 

the true path to pure nationalism. I have presented the way the 

different invaders tried to impress upon foreign ideologies on 

Pashtuns and have completely crushed their original Gandahara civilization. My theory of Ideological Cladding of 

Pashtun’s Nationalism has been presented in this guide in the last pages which form the basis for an accurate 

understanding of why Pashtuns have been silent despite the enormous atrocities that the state of Punjab (Pakistan) 

is perpetrating on them while Balochs and Sindhis are at the same time fighting for their freedom.  

 

According to an estimate, there are at least 50 million Pashtuns in modern day Afghanistan, Occupied Pashtun 

Territories in Pakistan and worldwide Pashtun diaspora which has been a significant threat to foreign invaders, 

imperialists and Dynasties and hence they thought of breaking this force which has yet to be developed and 

solidified as Pashtun Nationalism has been a remarkable movement since last one century. The intruders very 

successfully implemented ideological changes in Pashtun masses by constantly inculcating, instituting and educating 

on Martian ideologies and jingoism to the state of Pakistan by geographically, constitutionally, ideologically and 

socially dividing and re-dividing the Pashtuns.  

 

Iron cuts the Iron, so only Pashtun can cut Pashtun, no one else; is clandestine policy behind Pashtun 

destruction and that’s why we are killing, looting, raping and destroying ourselves, our land and civilization and by 

doing so, we meet the interests and victories of intruders and lead ourselves to self-defeat. Pashtun has become the 

worst enemy of Pashtun himself after Punjab and Arab. The guide contains my two speeches; one at Kabul and one 

at Peshawar, my two open letters in the name of Hamid Karzai and Asfandyar Wali Khan, my personal experience 

and understanding, a tribute to Pashtun female singers especially Ghazala Javed and above all, my theory of 

Ideological Cladding of Pashtun Nationalism.  

                         Comrade Daud Afghani 

       Independent Researchers Inc. & Institute of Emancipation 

      Email: daud.umar@yahoo.com; Skype: Independent.researchers.inc 
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Copyrights 

© This book is under no copyright Law. You may translate, publish and distribute this 

book by any means and without any legal restriction or prior permission, but at least let 

me know by sending me an email at daud.umar@yahoo.com and add me on Skype: 

Independent.researchers.inc. The only restriction is that you must inform me via email 

whenever you want to do something with the materials of this book which of course 

needs my Name and Electronic Address to be attached with as the Author of this work.  

 

Call for War of Independence 

 
“Our fight against Pakistan and her allies is a sacred war and I call on every Pashtun to unite and fight these 

Pakistani-imposed dirty elements in its different forms of Talibanism, fundamentalism and terrorism etc. and will 

never let any foreign hands to interfere with our political destiny. We have very good hopes connected with the 

government of Afghanistan and any other democratic and progressive government in Asia who are concerned with 

the real elimination of terrorism unlike Pakistan and USA. The world powers should know that the Pashtun land 

and people are not for exploitation, are not a platform or a chessboard on which they will test and play their 

draconian military and intelligence strategies. I further call on every democratic, peace-loving and progressive 

government to help us in the real fight against terrorism that is to fight against Pakistan Army and her children. 

Terrorism is not only a threat for Pashtuns but it’s equally a threat for the Democratic Republic of India and the 

Russian federation at large including many other states”  

 

(April 2013, North Waziristan; Comrade Daud Afghani and Abdul Hai Wazir; Pashtun Liberation Front & Pashtun 

Liberation Army) 
 

 

 

 

کلَ ُن چي افغاًاى خپل ّطي لْي افغاًستاى اّ خپل قام افغاى دي يْ هذُب پَ شاى پزتوييي ًَ ّګڼي اّ دي 
ټْلْ ًْرّ شياًْ څٰخَ يي لْړ ًَ ّّ بْلي کَ ُغَ اسالم ُن ّلي ًَ ّي ًْ سٍ چيزي ُن پکز ًَ کْم چي افغاًاى پَ 

ياتْم چي کلَ ُن دي افغاًيت قذر ًَ ّّشي د يْ هذُب خپلْاکي، پزهختګ اّ د يّْالي پَ الرٍ ګام شي. سٍ ًْر ُن س
پَ څيز لکَ څٌګَ دي پاکستاى بٌسټ د اسالم پَ ًظزيَ ايښْدل شْي دي اّ دي اسزاييل پَ يِْديت باًذي. لکَ 
څٌګَ ضيالحق ّّيلي ّّ چي د اسزاييل رّح يِْديت دي اّ دي پاکستاى رّح اسالهيت دي اّ د دّاړٍ ُيْادًَّ ُيڅ 

يْاځاي دي هذُب فزق لزي چي ُغَ دي دّي دّاړّ رّح دي. ُوذا راًګ سٍ ّاين چي کَ چيزي  فزق ًلزي
اسالهيت اّ يِْديت دي پاکستاى اّ دي اسزاييل بٌسټ ګزسي ًْ ّلي سهًْږ لْي افغاًستاى دي افغاًيت پَ رّح جْړ 

يْ ډيز اّچت سياست پٍْ ّّ اّ ًکړاي شي. شِيذ ډاکټز ًجيب د ټْلْ افغاًاًْ اّ دي افغاًاًْ پَ ټْل تاريخ کَ 
ًْهْړي پَ دي خبزّ د ُز چا ًَ سيات پُْيذّ ًْ راځي سهًْږ ښَ راتلًْکي پَ افغاًيت کي پټ دي چي هًْږ ّرًَ 

 خبز ًَ يْ اّ دي پاکستاى پَ اسالهيت کي خپل بخت لټّْ، څْهزٍ ًاپَُْ يْ هًْږ.
 (افغاًي)هلګزي داّد 

 

 

mailto:daud.umar@yahoo.com


 

Synopsis 

 
There are Muslim-first Afghans galore who opposed the Saur Revolution for being un-Islamic and infidel and sided 

with the always worst enemies of Afghanistan who are Pakistan, Iran, Saudi Arabia and the United States of 

America. The Hindu India and the former USSR had always been a close ally of Afghanistan since Vladimir Lenin and 

the then Amir of Afghanistan Amanulla Khan times and helped Afghanistan in her development in infrastructure, 

education and military. Our Muslim-first Afghans clandestinely formulated and operated covert policies together 

with their Muslim (Pakistan, Iran and Saudi Arabia) and people of the book (Jews and Christians; The USA) against 

their own government of Afghanistan in Kabul on the pretext of being Infidel as compared to Muslims of Pakistan, 

Iran, Saudi Arabia and their brothers of the book; namely the Christians and Jews based on the fair Islamic Theory.  

 

The (1978) Saur Revolution led by Noor Muhammad Taraki determined at democratically developing the Afghan 

society, education and economy based on liberal, secular and modern grounds with the Military and Financial 

support of the former USSR in order for Afghanistan to develop enough to do away with the Islamist expansionist 

designs of Pakistan, Saudi Arabia and the USA. The Saur Revolution was the biggest effort ever in the history of 

Afghanistan to reunite the occupied Pashtun territories with Afghanistan that could have now been resulted in the 

freedom of enslaved Pashtuns and Balochs but unfortunately, our Muslim-First Afghan brothers destroyed 

everything and invited Pakistanis and later on the Americans to capture their own land and people.  

 

In pursuits of their so-called efforts to protect Islam which was never threatened, they made Afghanistan to be 

ruled by Looters (1992-1995), Pakistanis (Taliban Government; 1996-2001) and finally the Americans (2002-till 

now).  The Muslim-First Afghans are Mujahedeen (Today’s Ruling Cult; friends of the people of the Book; Jews and 

Christians) and Taliban (Friends of Pakistan and Saudi Arabia) whom I have referred to in this book under my 

Theory of Ideological Cladding of Pashtun Nationalism as Single and Triple-cladded Afghans respectively.  

 

Now, when USSR is out and Mujahedeen (American Proxies) have already handed over Afghanistan from Taliban 

(Pakistan Proxies), there is a growing clash between the different enemy forces that destroyed the then government 

of Dr. Najib. Mujahedeen are claiming Islam for themselves while Taliban, Pakistan and Saudi Arabia are claiming 

Islam for them while the people of the book namely the Americans are just acting as spectators while the former 

two are adamant on killing each other and calling non-Muslim to each other.  There is a growing trend of Muslim-

First Afghans bashing and cursing Pakistan and Saudi Arabia for supporting Gul Badin and Taliban against the 

American-powered government of Mujahedeen while at the same time, there is counter bashing from 

predominantly Muslim-First Pakistanis towards Muslim-First Afghans of the current American-empowered 

government in Kabul.  

 

There is an increasing difficulty to recognize who Islam actually belongs to as both of them are calling and declaring 

each other as non-Muslim while Iran is counted as a third claimant of Islam after American-backed Mujahedeen and 

Pakistani and Saudi-backed Taliban. There is a bloodshed, slaughter and butchery called Jihad or a Holy War against 

one another that resulted in Muslims killing their own Muslims and then together they curse infidels (Non-believers, 

People of No Book, and No Abrahamic Religion). The hypocrisy has reached its zenith, they kill one another 

inspired by the teachings of Islam and Quran and then blame others (who are not of Abrahamic Religions) for the 

acts they do as a result of the inspirations and teachings they get from Islam and Quran.  

 

They are blowing themselves up and destroy their own Muslims while at the same time they both claims to be 

Muslims and work towards the establishment of Islam. They declare Islam as religion of peace and brotherhood 

while the fact is Islam only taught them how to kill one another among their own very Muslims.  Both follow the 

same Quran and Islam and perform Hajj in the same mecca and medina but cannot unite themselves based on 

Islamic brotherhood and peace which they allege to be the teaching of Islam. If they cannot follow their own very 



Islam or if they are taught to kill one another by Islam or whatever the case is; they should not blame the infidels 

(Hindus and Atheists; India and the former USSR) for the acts they themselves did to Muslims. They are the 

enemies of their own selves and take weapons from the infidels or people of the book (Christian and Jews) to kill 

one another. This is the catastrophe that Muslims brought to this world derived from their very Quran and Islamic 

teachings.  

 

The Muslim-First Afghan Nationalists-cum-Islamists are fighting an identity clash with Pakistan as to whom the 

identity of Pashtuns and Islam belong. Pakistan has monopolized over the identity of Islam and is progressing 

towards achieving the identity monopolization of Pashtuns as well.  The Muslim-First Afghans are more concerned 

about monopolizing the Islamic identity as priority over Pashtun Identity. I have referred to this mental situation 

common among Muslim-First Afghans as Uni-Cladded (Single-Cladded) Pashtun Nationalism.  

 

My theory of Ideological cladding has discovered that as long as Afghans are attached to Islam as a priority over 

their own Afghan Nationalism; freedom, sovereignty and prosperity is not for them unless they consider Afghanism 

as religion and glorify Afghanism as first priority over their religious beliefs which has kept them in continuous civil 

war among themselves since last 35 years.  If Afghans keep them busy in monopolizing over the Islamic Identity 

which they had at the times of Mahmood Ghaznavi and his successors, then they will fight among themselves till an 

unlimited period of time possibly when one of the opposing parties is completely eliminated or butchered in order 

for the other to keep their existence.  

 

Mujahideen, Talibans, Pakistan and Iran; all are claiming the shameful legacy of Mahmud-e-Ghaznavi and each one of 

them is fighting to monopolize over that shameful legacy to repeat the horrific Islamic barbaric and imperialist acts 

of the past once again in the history. Afghans are unnecessarily arrogant and narcissist linking themselves to Arabs 

and Turks and are falsely indulged in delusional racial supremacy over Hindus whom today they are taking financial 

and military aid from but still; when it comes to self-praise and so-called bravery, delusional racial supremacy, then 

they very proudly recall the 17 coward attacks of Mahmud-e-Ghaznavi who was a turk on the soil of Hindu India 

for taking gold and wealth besides completely ignorant of their own pre-Islamic history which describes Afghan’s 

cultural ancestry to be predominantly Hindu India whereas they are the forceful converts to Islam by the former 

narcissist and arrogant Turk and Arab Kings of Afghanistan.  

 

I would emphasize on the last chapter of this booklet where I have presented my theory of Ideological Cladding of 

Pashtun Nationalism that will make you familiar with why Pashtuns could not get freedom in such a large span of 

time. There are ideological, conspiral, sub-conscial and psychic reasons behind which must be deeply studied.  

 

 

         Comrade Daud Afghani 

         June, 2013  

 پښتْى خپلْاک غْرځٌک         
 کزک، افغاًيَ، لْي افغاًستاى         
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Preliminary Guide to Pashtun 

Nationalism 

 

Flashback into the past of the sub-continent 

 
Driven by the longstanding historic interests of the west and Arabs in Asia; the 
largest continent in terms of its population, resources and land; had always 
tried their best to influence people in this continent. The filthy and avaricious 
Arab and western capitalists intruded in one way or the other in our continent 
Asia in the form of Islamization and Britanization. Our beautiful continent was 
better without these two doctrines. Islamization is the worst doctrine that was 
injected in Aisan people by the cupid Arabs to maintain their influence over the 
region; it got worse when our fanatics Pashtun were indoctrinated with this 
gruesome institution. The industrialization in United Kingdom led to a capitalist 
economy in 1750 for the first time, after years they took the stance of 
expanding and encroaching over the land and mine resources of Asian people 
who were already injected with Islamization which is a form of Cultural 
Imperialism (our Pashtun culture was not pathetic as it is now, it had enjoyed 
freedom of expression, choice and will, rights and many more good qualities 
but unfortunately we are born in the Arab version of our culture which is based 
on cruelty, inequality and deprivation).  The Asian people were living in 
communities without any difference of race and religion happily when the 
western and Islamists driven by their material gains attacked and encroached 
the properties and even the very social and cultural values of our people which 
persisted in the form of Pashtun Fanaticism (Dollar Jihadists مجاهدين او طالبان ،) 
and Western Capitalism (Pakistan).  
 
Arabs Islamized a sizable majority in Central and South Asia but the most 
chronically affected were our Pashtuns. The colonization was done by British 
after few hundred years following industrialization in UK.  The Arab 
conquerors paved the way in the form of modifying the social doctrines into a 
more hard and strict religious doctrines, thus Islamizing the always exploited 
nation of Pashtuns. The British colonized the sub-continent of India where 
formerly Muhammad Bin Qasim had already Islamized some of the people, and 
when he was not successful to conquer and Islamize the whole region, then 
Mahmood Ghaznavi was assigned this job by Caliphate Abbasiya. When the 
capitalists British were pressurized to leave by Indian National Congress, they 
thought of a cleverer plan and groomed Mr. Jinnah to organize muslims into 
Muslim League and demand for the Mother of All Evils, The Pakistan.  

 

Pakistanization is a process 
by which the demonic 
institution of Pakistan 
inculcates ideas and values 
in Pashtuns, Sindhies and 
Balochies as a result of 
which they feel like they are 
Pakistanies as a nation 
without history and 
forefathers. 

 Historically, logically, 
scientifically, culturally, 
languagewsie and 
traditionally no one can 
justify; but the problem is 
the induction of new 
ideologies, mentalities, 
mindsets and perceptions of 
our pashtuns in Koza 
Pashtunhwa who thinks 
that they are part of 
Pakistan, despite the fact 
that they know everything 
but the close their eyes and 
blindly attach themselves 
with other people 

 



 
British left leaving behind Pakistan (The mother of all evils) which was later on 
taken over by the Military establishment which boasted few Royal Families that 
were being considered important by British. Among those Royal Families, 
mostly were Punjabies and some were Pashtuns and Sindhis. Since then, many 
other influential families have also been converted into pro-British by offering 
them high echelon positions in both civilian as well as military establishment. A 
process of Pakistanization was started to make Pashtuns feel like they are 
Pakistanis without any history, inheritance, language, culture and forefathers.  
 
Pakistanization is a process by which the demonic institution of Pakistan 
inculcates ideas and values in Pashtuns, Sindhies and Balochies as a result of 
which they feel like they are Pakistanis as a nation without history and 
forefathers.  
 

The Crux of the current Afghan Problem  

Due to Geopolitical Exposure of Afghanistan initiated by two world powers 
sandwiching Afghanistan namely the Russian Socialist Block and the British-
turned American Capitalist Block which gave birth to a new but failed and a 
loose Islamic sub-block initiated by Pakistan with an aim to become a third 
Islamic Power to enjoy Islamic intellectual and military dominancy over most of 
the Islamic states including Afghanistan; which created three types of political 
institutions in Afghanistan, The American Islamization, The Saudi-cum-Pakistani 
Islamization and the Russian Socialization. Before the partition of the Indian sub-
continent in 1947, Afghanistan was at the peak of susceptibility to British and 
the USSR was a big support for Afghanistan against the imperialists British. Due 
to Monarchy and lazy kings and Islamic fanaticism on the part of Pashtun 
masses, Afghanistan was not able to develop its social institutions and 
civilization despite the strong support of the former USSR. Only the people of 
big cities were able to change according to the advancing sociopolitical 
standards of Asia influenced by USSR.    
  

Since the Soviets had strong influence in Afghanistan in the wake of its huge 
ideological investment besides supporting the country financially in terms of its 
infrastructure, military and industrial development primarily in big cities, it 
became gradually successful to retain the major part of Afghanistan under its 
own influence while leaving the people in villages at the mercy of American and 
Saudi backed Pakistani Islamization. The sociopolitical influence of the USSR on 
the people of Afghanistan led to the creation of two socialist political parties 
namely, The Khalq and Parcham which joined together to form People 
Democratic Party of Afghanistan (PDPA) that finally succeeded to rule as the 
two-party communism in Afghanistan for the first time after Daud Khan who 
overthrew the monarchy of the then King Zahir Shah. The two-party 
communism in Afghanistan itself caused the failure of the Saur Revolution as it 
denied single party government which is a mandatory principle of communism 
to survive.  It would have still survived if the two parties had congruent political 
ideologies. The short-lived Daud Republic of Afghanistan was at first very leaned 

 

Pakistanization is a process 
by which the demonic 
institution of Pakistan 
inculcates ideas and values 
in Pashtuns, Sindhies and 
Balochies as a result of 
which they feel like they are 
Pakistanies as a nation 
without history and 
forefathers. 

 Historically, logically, 
scientifically, culturally, 
lingually and traditionally 
no one can justify; but the 
problem is the induction of 
new ideologies, mentalities, 
mindsets and perceptions of 
our pashtuns in Koza 
Pashtunhwa who thinks 
that they are part of 
Pakistan, despite the fact 
that they know everything 
but they close their eyes 
and blindly attach 
themselves with other 
people 

 

 

 The decade 1970-1980 is 
called the decade of 
Revolutions throughout the 
world and different types of 
global changes were taking 
place. On one side USA was 
busy to plan against the 
expanding USSR and its 
influence over the countries 
while on the other side, her 
own child Bhutto was trying 
to unite the muslim 
countries under one 
umbrella that too was a 
threat to her expansionist 
plans due to Bhutto’s 
Maoist ideology.  The china 
helped Pakistan in the 
formation of an Atomic 
Bomb thus making Pakistan 
a militarily powerful Islamic 
country. America did away 
with all the threats by 
murdering King Shah Faisal 
by one of his nephew while 
Zia-ul-Haq jailed and 
executed Bhutto on 
American initiatives. Gazafi 
and Saddam continued with 
their Pan Arabism in Iraq 
and Green Communism in 
Libya while Iran sustained 
its Islamic revolution by 
Khomaini.    



to USSR and was a rhetoric of Pashtunistan independence but unfortunately 
later on hijacked by Bhutto, a so-called socialist revolutionary of Pakistan. It 
was Bhutto who tried to make an Islamic Block for the first time though it was 
intended back in 1947 with British supporting it to serve as an entry and 
interfering point in the matters (socialist conversions of the monarchies of the 
backward Asian countries) of Asia. Bhutto invited Daud Khan of Afghanistan, 
Shah Faisal of Saudi Arabia, Moammar Gazafi of Libya to form an Islamic block 
of his own to which Daud Khan of Afghanistan accepted and shun the 
Pashunistan rhetoric. That was why Daud Khan was murdered when he came 
back to Kabul.  

Quite at the same time, America was busy with Osama Bin Ladin to make 
Alqaida and Mujahideen armed groups to do away with the Socialist forces 
expanding to nearly all the third world countries of the Asian continent under 
the influence of USSR. The decade 1970-1980 is called the decade of 
Revolutions throughout the world and different types of global changes were 
taking place. On one side USA was busy to plan against the expanding USSR 
and its influence over the countries while on the other side, her own child 
Bhutto was trying to unite the muslim countries under one umbrella that too 
was a threat to her expansionist plans due to Bhutto’s Maoist ideology.  The 
china helped Pakistan in the formation of an Atomic Bomb thus making 
Pakistan a militarily powerful Islamic country. America did away with all the 
threats by murdering King Shah Faisal by one of his nephew while Zia-ul-Haq 
jailed and executed Bhutto on American initiatives. Gazafi and Saddam 
continued with their Pan Arabism in Iraq and Green Communism in Libya while 
Iran sustained its Islamic revolution by Khomaini.   USA prevented the 
formation of Islamic Block and began to recruit the different Afghan 
Mujahideen Forces under the secret patronage of General Zia, the then 
President of Pakistan. General Zia called on Samin Khan, the former King of 
Sher Pur in British India to supervise and advice the different Mujahideen 
groups in Afghanistan to fight against the socialist government of Afghanistan. 
Saudia and America supplied Pakistan with huge weapons, military and 
financial support to recruit, fund and fight the different 14 groups of 
Mujahideen against the socialist establishment in Kabul until the withdrawal of 
the Russian forces in 1989. The then communist President of Afghanistan, Dr. 
Najib Ahmadzai tried to come at an agreement with opposing mujahideen 
groups to form a stable government in Afghanistan but it failed due to the 
immense notorious hand of Pakistan on the part of the opposing groups. 
Finally, in 1992, Dr.  Najib was ousted from the president ship as his forces were 
defeated by Mujahideen.  As there were 11 groups of different religious and 
political ideologies, it was very difficult for them to form a government in which 
they will all equally share. So they fought against one another and a series of 
ethno-lingual fights among them happened causing the deaths of thousands of 
people. According to an estimate, their joint fight against the socialist 
government in Kabul did not result in that much destruction and gross human’s 
rights violation as happened in the wars among themselves. The neighboring 
countries tried to continuously instigate the ethnic wars among them for their 
own interests. Iran and Pakistan supported groups which were close to serve 
their ends like Hekamtyar and later on Mulla Muhammad Umar though having 
strong influence on others even after the withdrawal of the Russian troops as a 

result of which a northern alliance was made against the mujahideen and Taliban groups supported by Pakistan. 
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Despite the huge military, financial and intelligence support of ISI, Gulbadin Hekmatyar was not able to take 
over the northern alliance forces and his Pakistani masters shifted the help to a new incumbent Mulla 
Muhammad Umar who successfully managed it to Kabul and then whole Afghanistan except the Province of 
Panjsher where the Lion of Panjsher valley was residing along with many of the mujadieen leaders; both 
Pashtuns and Tajiks taking asylums with Masood from the Talibans. Talibans took over Kabul and executed Dr. 
Najib though Ahmad Shah Masood offered him shelter in Panjsher but he did not go there. The progressive 
capitalist pro-USA minded Mujahideen came to know at that time that Pakistan was their enemy which 
supported them in war against the socialist regime of Kabul back then. The Khalqies and Parchamies 
disappeared as most of them went into exile, some of them were jailed, some remained neutral and even some 
parchamies joined northern alliance for survival. Talibans ruled until 2001 when USA attacked Afghanistan in the 
wake of 9/11 where pro-USA mujahideen primarily from Northern Alliance were raised to power against the 
fundamentalist and conservative mujahideen and Talibans of Hekmatyar and Mulla Umar. 

 
Khaqies still retains their existence though in a very limited form due to suppression from the pro-USA 
progressive but a highly corrupt Mujahideen government mainly on social media and very little in gatherings 
and TV conferences. The Khalqies are still there to work intellectually for the party objectives, delivering 
lectures and producing Khalqi literature but Parchamies bleached into Mujahideen of Northern Alliance 
currently in power. The opportunist behavior of Parchamies to gain a mass in the current mujahideen 
government is in fact their political death of the party while the Khalqies will one day, if not in near future, gain 
the power to govern the masses. 
 

Now the battlefield is left by the socialist forces; parchamies being part of Mujahieen and the Khalqies being in 

exile, jail, neutral and living in suppression. Now, two players are there; one is the Kabul regime of Northern 

Alliance or pro-USA progressive mujahideens and the other is the opposition consisting of religious fanatics and 

conservatives of the worst type backed by Pakistan and Iran.   

 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Pakistan Army and Taliban; My Interview with a Medical Student 

from North Waziristan  

“Talibans and Pakistan Army is one thing” was the first sentence an MBBS 
student from North Waziristan uttered very confidently and quoted few 
examples and other events that he himself observed confirming his saying. The 
young zealous student of medical university who belonged to the most affected 
area of North Waziristan was extremely disappointed at the way Pakistan, 
Taliban and the NATO/ISAF forces were playing in his area making a quagmire 
for common people to understand who their enemy is and who is their friend. 
He clearly defined that Talibans are the people imposed by Pakistan Army’s 
heavy military and financial support to create war situation in our area as our 
tribal leaders do not allow such people to interfere in their general lives. He 
added that several of our well respected leaders fought against them and 
defeated them at some points but due to heavy and blatant support of Pakistan 
Military helped them to keep their position up the tribal leaders. Furthermore, 
the Pakistan secret services are also trying to kill our sincere anti-Taliban 
leadership as well as the young fighters who do not allow Talibanism or any such 
movement or people into their villages, town and cities are brutally killed and 
disappeared by Pakistan secret services.   

Pakistan Army never fought against Talibans but rather supported them and 
in consideration taking millions of dollars from the west on war against 
terrorism. The young knowledgeable sharp student mentioned some events as 
examples in which Pakistan army killed some of their influential and well 
respected anti-Taliban leadership. He further added that Pakistan is the mother 
of all terrorism and all sorts of Islamists, fundamentalists, Talibans and its 
different names and shapes are the children of Pakistan. “Fighting Talibans and 
overcoming them is a matter of few hours and there will be no Talib or any such 
thing anymore but Talibans are not that much strong, Talibans do not even 
matter but their source is too strong which must be finished which is their 
mother Pakistan. So in order to overcome Talibanism, we must fight Pakistan” 
said the medical student.   

The Pakistani civil and military establishment does not want Pashtuns to get 
educated and civilized. They want to keep Pashtuns always in darkness of the 
endless entanglement of tribal, religious and familial clashes and have kept the 
tribal areas isolated from the rest of the world. They have invited all sorts of 
Islamic fundamentalists, fanatics and wrong doers from every corner of the 
world to Mir Ali and Miranshah to use them in their own very best interests. The 
local people are way too tired of them and have been looted, displaced, 
dishonored and killed by their inhuman acts.  

There is a dire need of mass educational activities and especially primary 
education to engage the Pashtun nation to learn a way of civilized life and their 
exposure to the international people are of immense importance but that 
should not be under the secret shadow of the Institute of Terrorism, The 
Pakistan which is burning our schools, cultural places, jailing and killing our 
sincere nationalist leadership while imposing on us alien people who are very 
rude, uncivilized and who loot, tease, dishonor and kill us and they call them the 
Talibans. The student continued in a great melancholy that why the Pakistani 
military or civil establishment is doing so with us? Why it is playing havoc with 
our lives honor and society, culture and civilization? He had many things to tell 
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me but the time was short and he told that under these situations which has 
been imposed on us by Pakistan, not giving us the most basic right to live freely 
and peacefully while claiming us as citizens of Pakistan; why Pakistan has kept 
such a different policy for us? In the wake of all these happenings, events and 
transgression, we are not even considering ourselves to be Pakistanis and on 
everyday basis, we hate Pakistan and Pakistani army the most.  

The student continued in a very frustrated manner that Pashtun people 
must be educated enough to identify their real enemy which is Pakistan and 
must be made aware of the hidden interests of the Punjabi-dominant Pakistan in 
their areas. He told that there is no political solution to the Pashtuns problem in 
the area but they must finally have to fight a real war against terrorism which is 
to annihilate the Institute of Terrorism, The Pakistan.  He further told that 
protecting his land, people, his language and culture is his prime duty and he will 
sacrifice himself to fight against the dirty terrorist elements in his area.  

“We have waited a lot for NATO forces and we had very good hopes 
associated with them but they have now washed away all of our good 
expectations and have now already shown themselves to leave this matter as 
such and do not intentionally target any such bad people in the areas by drone 
attacks while they could kill every Talib in one day with their drones if they 
wanted to do so. Although there is some conflict of interest between them and 
the Pakistan but both are supporting and intentionally making the situation bad 
in the area.  The war against terrorism initiated by Pakistan army and NATO 
forces is actually a ‘War for Terrorism’ while the world is looking for peace as a 
result of these initiatives. The people of the world whose taxes are paid in 
NATO’s expenses must be well aware of the ground fact that the Pakistan and 
NATO is supporting and franchising terrorism rather than killing it; there are 
interests attached which are better served when there is such situation in the 
Pashtun land. If the people of the world want to really fight and kill terrorism, 
then they should support and fund the sincere Pashtuns anti-Taliban forces and 
leadership which are killed by Pakistan and NATO on daily basis. The west and 
Pakistan has started to enter into so-called futile peace treaties with Talibans in 
Qatar which is really a hallucination to keep the people blind. The Talibans and 
all other such dirty outfits are their own children and they do what Pakistan and 
the NATO want. Entering into peace talks with these dirty people who are 
imposed on us by the big powers is futile and there is no logic to compromise 
with the enemy of humans” said the student.  

The student continued that their tribal people are very peace-loving but its 
Pakistan which is initiating these wars by giving support to the most rude, 
uncivilized and fanatic people who then starts to rule their villages and torture 
people and loot their homes, villages and towns. If Pakistan wants to create 
such situation in Lahore or Rawalpindi, it can very easily make it so as there are 
lot of looters, robbers, rapists, fanatics and thieves. It’s a hoopla that the tribal 
people are by nature wary but there are looters, robbers, fanatics and rapists in 
every society which if empowered with heavy weapons and money, they could 
disturb the whole area in a matter of hours. He further complained that why 
Pakistan has created such a situation in his area as a result of which thousands 
of people have been displaced and there is nothing for their security, loss, 
physical and mental disturbance? He continued that compensating their people 
of the displacement loss is not even imagined but they (the Pakistan army and 
the Talibans) rather steal, loot and take away all the valuable things from their 
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homes that are left at their mercy at the time of operation.   He further added 
with immense grief that it’s only Pashtun nation who can give sacrifices for their 
brothers who were displaced as a result of Pakistani-initiated interests’ war in 
their area and gave them places in their homes. He saluted the sacrifices of the 
resident Pashtuns of Bannu, Karak and Kohat who very happily emptied their 
homes for them and gave them places and other facilities inside their homes. He 
articulated that he can expect such a sacrifice only from his fellow Pashtuns, 
people of other ethnicities may not show such a brotherhood and unity.  

The student further continued that one day the authorities announced that 
they have to conduct operation in their village and the village must be emptied 
in 4 hours. There were 15,000 people living in the village and there was no 
arrangement for the displacement. The people left their homes with valuable 
things and were away from their homes for months. When they came back to 
their homes after months, there was nothing. The Pakistan Army’s personnel 
had taken away all the valuables and gold which were left at their mercy. He 
further told that when they were accommodated by their brothers from Bannu, 
Karak and Kohat in their homes, the authorities warned those families not to 
accommodate them without the permission of police. It’s too pathetic that they 
are issuing such inhuman orders and keep the Pashtuns in enormous slavery.  

“Asia would have been much better if the cancer, the mother of evils and 
terrorism; the Pakistan had not been there. There would not have been any 
terrorism, any Talibanism, any fundamentalism and there would not be any 
foreign troops landed into our area, there would not be any Islamist if there had 
not been Pakistan. The very establishment of the Pakistani state is responsible 
for these ill-doings and war situation in our Pashtun land and we will never 
forget her transgressions” said the student angrily.  

“Afghanistan is our mother land and our history is associated with 
Afghanistan. We want a stable Afghanistan because a Stable Afghanistan will 
result in a stable Pashtun. A stable Pashtun means educated, civilized, peaceful 
and economically, culturally, lingually, and politically sovereign Pashtun unlike 
Pakistan which has left us in plethora of problems resulted in economic, 
political, cultural, lingual slaveries of the Pashtuns on aggregate terms while 
further besmirching our international image to have hands in terrorism, 
fundamentalism and Islamism which she herself is yielding”, said the student.  

“Our fight against Pakistan and her allies is a sacred war and I call on every 
Pashtun to unite and fight these Pakistani-imposed dirty elements in its different 
forms of Talibanism, fundamentalism and terrorism etc. and will never let any 
foreign hands to interfere with our political destiny. We have very good hopes 
connected with the government of Afghanistan and any other democratic and 
progressive government in Asia who are concerned with the real elimination of 
terrorism unlike Pakistan and USA. The world powers should know that the 
Pashtun land and people are not for exploitation, are not a platform or a 
chessboard on which they will test and play their draconian military and 
intelligence strategies. I further call on every democratic, peace-loving and 
progressive government to help us in the real fight against terrorism that is to 
fight against Pakistan Army and her children. Terrorism is not only a threat for 
Pashtuns but it’s equally a threat for the Democratic Republic of India and the 
Russian federation at large including many other states” said the young medical 
student.  
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Pakistan and her Communist Allies (China and North Korea) 

 
The continuously tightening Sino-Pak political relations are even a more 

deteriorative threat to the already existing turmoil driven by Pakistan’s secret 
services leading to terrorism, talibanism and fundamentalism in our Pashtuns’ 
tribal belt across both sides of the Durand Line. Pakistan being a center for 
recruiting, funding, instituting Islamic fundamentalists and plotting other 
clandestine inhuman activities has caused extreme insecurity not only in our 
tribal areas and Afghanistan but also in the whole of Asia. It is an undoubted fact 
that Pakistan was established to serve as a country which will support hardline 
Islamic fundamentalists to pose threats for the democratic and peaceful 
government and private institutions in Asia so that the western capitalists could 
use this as a means to enter Asia and have an influence here and use our 
resources.  

To interpret the position of Pakistan in the context of the people of the 
world, it’s a cancer for the whole world generally and especially for the Asian 
people. Today Pakistan, after driving out of Russian troops from Afghanistan, is 
more committed to fight the current Mujahideen government of Afghanistan, 
who were once their puppets in the war against USSR, as a result of the 
increasing Indian influence. Besides this, Afghanistan my not be that much an 
important threat for them as they already have invested a lot and have 
delegated complete institutions who are now working themselves with a little 
stimulatory push but the major threat that Pakistan faces is India which is the 
only big power to disintegrate Pakistan after they became successful in 
defending itself against Russia. 

Peace in the territory is of immense importance and it’s our duty to help 
ourselves and the humanity.   The increasingly imposed callous and inhuman 
institutions of Talibanism and its different forms on Pashtuns, Hazaras, Balochs 
and other minorities of the so-called Pakistan is not only destroying our lives but 
its primarily maneuvered ultimately to destabilize the Democratic India on the 
target list and then to weaken other democratic and socialist forces in 
Afghanistan, Pashtun Tribal Belt, Central Asia and whole of the world.  

Now, it’s the dire need of the time to keep ourselves safe from this demonic 
institution (Pakistan) and strive to bring peace in the region that is only possible 
when we dismember Pakistan. The only power that is helping Pakistan now to 
get strong and withstand the entire humanist, nationalist, separatist and 
socialist forces is China, by perpetuating endless cruelties on Balochs, Hazaras 
and Pashtuns.  

USA has their own vested and long-lasting interests in the region which is 
also responsible for all the havoc and turmoil in south Asia by supporting 
Pakistan directly and through Saudi’s Islamists to fight against the socialist 
government of Afghanistan thereby creating draconian institutions of suicide 
attacks, talibanism, and Jihad against the non-believers. We have waited a lot 
for NATO/ISAF forces to attack Pakistan and completely finish it but now it 
seems that they don’t want to harm their own child brought up by its 
predecessor, the Great Britain.  

Now Pakistan and China are the great threat to the peace situation of the 
whole world and especially Asia. We must now unite to fight against Pakistan 
surreptitiously to alleviate its strong influence on people and we should come 
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up with counter propaganda institutions in the minorities and oppressed to help 
them make strong and finally get the freedom by exterminating Pakistan 
completely.  It’s our moral duty to help ourselves and the people of the territory 
who are under oppression and extreme political chaos.  

Gawadar Port handover to China is one such important leap step towards 
the strength of Terrorist Pakistan and its accomplice China and we must counter 
it to maintain peace in the region and save our sovereignty.  

Problem Statement:  

The increasingly deteriorating situation in the South Asian territory which 
has broader effects on whole of the Asia due to Pakistani Military and Secret 
Services cooperating with hardline Islamists and providing shelter, support and 
weapons besides recruiting, funding, organizing and finally institutionalizing or 
brainwashing the Pashtun Teenagers and Children who flee from home (home-
fugitives due to family violence or harsh treatment), Pashtun Madrassa 
(Religious Institution) Students, providing a safe haven for Tajik, Uzbek and 
Chechen militants who flee from their own respective countries (Country-
fugitives due to a ban on their fundamentalist activities in their home country) 
to retaliate against their countries and governments; in Waziristan and our other 
Pashtuns areas across both sides of the Durand line. 

To sustain its dominance and supremacy in the south Asian territory, 
Pakistan exploits the home-rebels (teenagers fleeing home), the hardline 
Islamists who are craving for power, other rebels-turned-militants like tajiks, 
uzbeks and chechens who are restricted in their home countries from their 
excessive religious activities and fanaticism which has negative effect on the 
democratic values of the country and the people.  

The westerners despite them being democratic and civilized have been 
supporting Pakistan to perpetuate these activities to do away with the fear of 
fast-expanding socialism. Saudies are also the second major supporter of 
Pakistan in these activities and provides huge funding to construct fancy 
mosques and religious schools for instituting the students who often come from 
poor families besides providing financial support to the two big political parties 
corresponding to the two different Islamic schools in Pashtunkhwa. The most 
problematic and dangerous of all the past allies of Pakistan in the perpetrating 
of cruelties is China which is neither pro-Islamic nor pro-capitalism but to 
weaken or destabilize India. The western capitalist and Saudi and Pakistani 
Islamists have long been exploiting Islam and our Pashtun Islamists to fight 
against the non-believers, Atheists, communists, Sikhs and Hindus but at this 
time when socialist-atheist china is also on their support list, how they will make 
the minds of their people and how they will make them convinced.  

 

Solution Statement 

The ultimate end to all the terrorist activities and to create peace in the 
territory which is of immense importance primarily to the oppressed and 
enslaved Pashtuns, Hazaras and Baloch minorities who are living miserable lives 
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under the draconian terrorist institution of Pakistan and are being killed, 
beheaded and tortured by Pakistan Military and Secret Services and secondly to 
all the neighboring peaceful and democratic states like India and Afghanistan 
especially and generally for Central Asian Republics and Russia. To reach at that 
ultimate end to terrorism, talibanism and all of its other anti-humanist forms, 
extermination of Pakistan is very important so as to cut all of the sources of 
terrorism. It is very necessary to add that without Pakistan being annihilated 
from the surface of the world map physically as well as mentally from the 
people’s minds who are espousing Pakistani nationalism which is in fact nothing 
but a forced amalgamation of several weak and oppressed ethnicities of which 
Punjab is the ruling power which masterminds the whole shitty game in our 
Pashtuns and Baloch areas to retain its existence.  

British created Pakistan for serving their own ends to stay and have an 
influence in Asia against the former USSR and all other socio-communist forces 
which has now already been served in American existence form in Afghanistan 
and now the only consolidating force of the Institution of Terrorism, The 
Pakistan, is china which is equally a disturbing force for India and all other peace-
loving and democratic states of the territory. Today china has active troops 
landed in Balochistan and Gawadar Port besides other different parts of 
Pakistan to accomplice the Pakistan Military and Secret Services in all the anti-
humanist and terrorist activities at the expense of the oppressed minorities. The 
USA and it’s all western allies may not be consolidating Pakistan any more as she 
has close ties with Iran, China and North Korea and have already signed several 
projects and treaties which is not in the good books of the USA.  

The only force that is protecting Pakistan is Islamization of the state and the 
creation and institution of Islamic militants who are originally the poor 
minorities studying in Islamic Schools called Madrassas. They are brought up in 
Madrassas and are made fanatics due to intentional excessive and extravagant 
Islamic Lectures and are beguiled to be sent to Jannah (Paradise) after killing 
the non-Muslims.  The second major force exploited to save the demonic 
institution of Pakistan is the Pashtun Minority living in Khyber Pashtunkhwa and 
Balochistan. Our Pashtuns have been fighting India since long in Kashmir and 
had played active role in 1965 and 1971 as they were brainwashed to be doing an 
honorable job in conducting suicide attacks to blow Indian Tanks which is a holy 
job from Islamic point of view as saving Pakistan is the saving of Islam. The 
Pashtuns blew themselves up which is a usual coward war strategy of all 
Islamists as they cannot face the enemy’s front. Pakistani media told their 
masses that Angels came from sky to protect Pakistan as Pakistan might have 
been divinely created and Kaba, Mecca and Medina should have been located in 
Pakistan.  

Now, in order to completely finish Pakistan so that people could forget that 
there existed a state named Pakistan even, we have to focus on the two major 
powers protecting Pakistan. The two major powers are in fact innocent but are 
being exploited by the Punjabi establishment in their own interests. The Pashtun 
people who are the major force behind Pakistan’s existence are misinformed, 
misguided and exploited as they consider Islamabad (which was never 
Islamabad, was just part of Rawalpindi) to be the center of islam and they fight 
very bravely and whole-heartedly against the non-muslims. The solution lies in 
the counter propaganda in the Pashtuns areas and imparting them with real and 
factual education on Pakistan and its anti-humanist and terrorist nature as well 
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as funding, recruiting, empowering with weapons and other new technologies 
of the secular, moderate and educated nationalist Pashtuns who somehow 
know the reality and who are against the state of Pakistan like me. If all 
Pashtuns had the real knowledge and had clear concept of the draconian and 
imperialist nature of Punjabi dominant Pakistan, they would have fought against 
it exactly like me.  

 
We have youth galore who are anxiously waiting for any foreign military and 

secret services help to organize a coup against the military and secret services 
of Pakistan to free ourselves from the punjabies imposed Pakistan. Great 
consideration needs to be given to the groups of Pashtun hardline nationalist, 
educated and democratic youth who keep islam in the cages and who just want 
sovereignty in the Pashtun land, the future Pashtunistan.  

Long Term Strategic Goal 

The project aims at the long term strategic elimination of Pakistan politically 
as well as militarily with the maximum timeframe of 10 years.  

Short Term Goal and Objectives 

Goal 

In the short term, we have to do away with the major terrorist recruitment 
centers in FATA, Federally Administered Tribal Areas of Pakistan especially 
Waziristan and will disseminate the true knowledge and information in our 
Pashtun people across both sides of the tribal belt regarding the devilish nature 
of Pakistan.  

Objectives 

1. Dissemination of true knowledge and information regarding the 

demonic state of Pakistan and its history right from 1947 among the Pashtuns, 

balochs and hazara minorities and Punjabi working class to counter the 

exaggerated and excessive lies contained in the Pakistani institutional schools 

linked with Islamic fundamentalists and the whole educational system.  

 Encouraging Pashtuns to demand for a separate homeland by 

justifying all the transgressions done by the center Islamabad to maintain its 

own anti-humanist existence and influence by crucifying the weakened 

minorities as Masharraf said that they will have to die in order for Pakistan to 

remain.  

 Reinventing the nationalist values in Pashtuns so as to save their 

language, culture and music, to regain the old original Pashtun liberal lifestyle 

not affected or influenced by the Islamic fundamentalist state of Pakistan and 

Saudi Arab.  

 Justifying and clarifying the Pashtuns in what ways Pakistan is 
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exploiting and beheading them as a national genocide to ultimately create a 

hate against Pakistan.  

 Creating sufficient information based on the ground realities 

regarding the Pakistani anti-humanist and imperialist foreign policy against 

Afghanistan and India to be made available on the internet for the people of 

the world so that Pakistan could have a very bad image in respect of India and 

Afghanistan.  

 Enough literature should be created and posted to internet 

apart from TV and print media regarding the pivotal position of the demonic 

institution of Pakistan and its hand in the world terrorism to enlighten the 

minds of the westerners, Pashtuns especially and all other muslim and non-

muslim countries.  

2. Organizing and Networking the Pashtun hardline nationalists, Baloch 

Militants, Hazaras youth and the working class of Punjab to instigate a rebellion 

force against the very state of Pakistan.  

 Pashtuns hardline nationalists who already knows the truth and 

who are craving for any foreign help to organize a coup against the demonic 

institution of Pakistan generally and to specifically targeting the sub-demonic 

institutions like terrorist recruitment centers, Mulla leaders and masterminds 

people, top ranking secret services officials in military and police etc.  

 Training and recruiting the above same according to the Indian 

Military standards besides training them in spying and to look for suitable 

occasions to arrange the coups on Pakistan military and secret services 

personnel 

 Targeting the most important places of military and intelligence 

with heavy weapons, missiles and rockets and destroying all the 

communication and other relevant systems.  

3. Enrolling the above same officially but surreptitiously in Indian Army 

and thereby to recruit, fund and empowering them with high technology 

weapons so that they could counter the advanced military technology of 

Pakistan.   

 Few competent hardline Pashtun nationalists’ rebels should be 

selected for rigorous military and secret services training to serve under the 

Indian top ranking officials and masterminds in conducting coups against 

Pakistan army and air force.  

 The top few can in turn take hold of a territory and can recruit 

more people in their army thereby instituting them with the true holy 

knowledge of Pashtunistan as a future state and erasing way forever from their 

minds the draconian institution of Pakistan as their home country.  

 The above same will be joined by all the least and moderate 

nationalists whose ideology is matching a little bit with ours. All the secular 

political parties will join us against the religious parties in pashtunkhwa when 

they see us getting overcome on the demonic military power of Pakistan.  
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America is a Necessary Evil for Afghanistan; The Transcript of My 

Speech at Kabul 

 

Supporting American presence in Afghanistan is a very necessary evil in 
today’s politically-polarized world. America and her coalitions from Europe had 
always made one pole of the power politics against their rivals; the Asian 
communists. To talk specifically in the context of Afghanistan and pre-
dominantly Pashtun nation on both sides of the so-called Durand Line, America 
and her capitalist coalitions have always been leaned to Pakistan which is in fact 
a satellite state of the former British and todays America.  Afghans (Pashtuns) 
should clear their minds on the right-wing capitalist, pro-islamists, Pro-Pakistani, 
pro-taliban, pro-extremists and finally pro-terrorists power politics of America 
and her European coalitions.  

The pro-pakistani marionette Afghan Mujahideen leaders called on America 
as a result of the ambiguous 9/11 tragedy to take the control of Afghanistan 
against their rival brothers, The Taliban. In fact both, The Mujahideen and The 
Taliban, as the world knows were and are created, equipped with weapons, 
financed and persuaded by western capitalists, the Arabs and Punjabies to fight 
against the then real loyal communist government of Afghanistan made by 
Democratic Khalq and Purcham. The only real, independent of any foreign hands 
except those who were co-operating the then Afghan government to save its 
sovereignty and regain back the occupied Pakhtunkhwa from Pakistan were our 
four communist leaders; i.e; Noor Muhammad Taraki, Hafizulla Amin, Bebrak 
Kermal and finally Dr. Najibulla Ahmadzai except communist-turned-Pakistani-
hijacked Sardar Daud Khan. I pay huge homage to all the four communist 
leaders who were the real representatives of Afghanistan unlike the Pakistani 
children; The Mujahideen and The Taliban.  

The Afghan people should now come to know that who their real heroes 
were? Who were the people who were real Afghans? Who were the people who 
really worked for Loy Afghanistan? Mujahideen,? Talibans? No way! Only our four 
communist leaders who started Loy Afghanistan movement, who fought 
against the Talibans, punjabies, saudies and Americans to save the sovereignty 
of their homeland but what Mujahideen did? Nothing! Nothing more than siding 
with Punjabies, saudies and Americans to enslave and terrorize the Afghan 
people under the unending political game of the blood-sucking reptilian 
creatures, extreme enemies of Afghans and Afghanistan.  Today, mujahideens 
are our rulers, yesterday they were fighting for Punjabies’ ends in Afghanistan. 
They destroyed Afghanistan for Punjabies, Arabs and western capitalists. There 
is no difference between the atrocities of Talibans and Mujahideens; both are 
brothers and have the same parents; The ISI and CIA.  

Afghan people are no longer blind to follow these pro-punjabi mujahideen 
leaders who are now agreeing to sign the loose Durand Line as officially 
recognized border. I kindly ask Mr. Sayyaf and northern alliance where their 
America is which they called to protect Afghanistan. Where their NATO and ISAF 
forces are? Afghanistan is under attack once again by Punjabies, where their 
god-fathers are? Why are not they helping Afghan army to fight against Pakistan 
who is encroaching on our borders at Kunar? Afghanistan’s sovereignty is at the 
brink of danger! 
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Why would these Mujahideen and America fight against Pakistan? It’s clear; 
Mujahideen were and are Pakistani-puppets, ISI-created products same like 
Talibans and Why America and her European coalitions would help Afghan save 
from Punjabies because Pakistan itself is a product of European capitalists.  So, 
the power political pole is clear, Afghans (Pashtuns) genocide will be there, 
Talibanism will be there, terrorism will be there as long as Pakistan is there. 
Afghanistan can only be a peaceful and sovereign country when Pakistan’s 
existence is finished. America will not kill her child (The Pakistan) for Afghans. 
That’s why ISAF clearly retracted back from their promises, duties and 
responsibilities. 

I call on all Afghans to celebrate back the then communist Democratic 
Republic of Afghanistan (DRA) as the political situation is now clear to you. I 
don’t blame you if you were deceived in the name of Islam by Punjabies, I don’t 
blame you if you did not understand the sincerity, loyalty and Afghanyat of Dr. 
Najeeb and supported punjabies against him but I do blame you why now you 
don’t understand them. O’ Afghans, celebrate them and we have to start again 
the Loy Afghanistan movement, we have to get back our occupied land (The 
Pakhtunkhwa) from Punjabies. America and the Mujahideen together want to 
give the occupied Pakhtunkhwa to Pakistan in euphemism of Strategic 
Agreement. It’s very radicular to sign a strategic agreement with an enemy, isn’t 
it? Signing a strategic agreement with an enemy is contradiction of the very 
meaning of this political term itself. O’ Afghans, please don’t be that much 
stupid!  

We will never accept Durand line as a border, we will make Pashtunistan, we 
will make Loy Afghanistan and without making Pashtunistan or Loy Afghanistan, 
we cannot get rid of Talibanism and Pakistani dirty hands. Without getting rid of 
Mujahideen (Pakistani-children) and America and European coalitions (Pakistani- 
fathers), it’s impossible to make a prosperous, self-sufficient and peaceful 
Afghanistan.  

At the end, it’s very crucial to say that Afghans naturally supported 
American and coalition forces in Afghanistan with an expectation to save 
themselves from neighboring enemies but rejected the then USSR’s military and 
financial support. Now ISAF clearly says that they are not here to save 
Afghanistan’s borders but to eliminate their self-created so-called Talibanism 
which they fund and support on the other side. The Double-faced western 
coalition forces’ policy must be clear to any Afghan in the street that they just 
want to divide Afghanistan and give the different parts based on the ethnicities 
and races to the respective neighboring countries.  

Now, Afghan people must come up with a feeling that the then Red Army of 
USSR was really helping us against our enemies like Talibans, Pakistan and the 
list goes on; but what NATO and ISAF did for us? Nothing! Nothing more than 
selling us to our neighboring countries! What America and the umpteen number 
of Donor agencies did for the betterment of our social lives? Very little! Very 
little limited to just serve their ends! But the then USSR constructed our 
infrastructure comparable to the world’s advanced countries, spread a network 
of roads and highways across the high and rugged mountains of Salang and 
Mahiper, constructed towers and sophisticated buildings, made factories and 
created equal employment opportunities and educational facilities for all and 
the list is unlimited. In contrast to USSR, USA and her European Coalitions are 
farting on others’ shits; they just did a little bit renovations of already existing 
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USSR’s constructed roads and injected some dollars into the straitened 
economy which is still just a bubble or cosmetic economy. There are no factories 
and no infrastructure, Kabul is like a dilapidated city despite the one decade 
American presence and renovations. The analysis of the past 35 years during 
which Afghan people have been under the severe attacks of Punjabies, arabs 
and western capitalists in the form of Talibans and Mujahideens is yours. Your 
inner court of Justice, Your Conscience, can tell you who were your friends and 
who were and are your enemies!   

My open Letter in the name of Respected President of Afghanistan 

Hamid Karzai 

 
Dear father, 

Before presenting my humble requests and suggestions besides thanking you 
for your worth-praising efforts of making Afghanistan a worth-living place once 
again, I will introduce myself a little. I am Umar Daud from the Karak District of 
the occupied Pashtunkhwa, Afghanistan and have been struggling for the 
Pashtuns’ reunification in the Occupied Pashtunkhwa and Afghanistan since last 
three years. I am a Khattak clan and belong to the village where the father of 
Khushhal Khan Khattak lived.  Once again, I will title you as father of the 
Pashtuns of the Occupied Pashtunkhwa and Afghanistan and we all Pashtuns of 
the occupied Pashtunkhwa, Afghanistan and worldwide Pashtun diaspora are 
naturally like your sons and daughters keeping the elders (Babagan) as the 
respected members of our worldwide Pashtuns diaspora. Thanks father that 
once again in the history of Afghanistan; you made us live again and drew us 
from the miseries and reproaches towards living again in happiness and hopes.  
  
Respected Father of the Afghan Nation, 
 
Afghanistan has been under necessary foreign interferences since 1978 till now 
due to geopolitical vulnerability of Afghanistan which you know better than all 
of us, has given birth to three types of people based on their political leanings. 
We have been through two stages of war inside Afghanistan; the first stage was 
an ideological war between the socialists and islamists mainly exploited by USA 
(1978-1989) while the second stage of war was a civil war based on ethnicities 
(1989-2001) mainly exploited by Pakistan. The socialist bloc of the world was the 
first to influence and make the people of their ideologies inside Afghanistan 
who brought Saur revolution which was opposed by Mujahideen. The 
Mujahideen despite being sincere to liberate the country from the socialist 
expansionism were hijacked by the westerners, Arabs and Pakistanis when they 
saw a gap between the Afghan masses. They exploited that gap and supported 
Mujahideen who fought among themselves even after Russian’s troops left 
Afghanistan.  America may be our enemy in the long run as she hijacked the 
sacred Jihad against the soviets in her own interests but in the short term, she is 
a necessary evil for Afghanistan. She is as much important for us as much 
harmful because she had long been an ally of Pakistan which is enemy number 
one of Afghanistan. During 1978-1989, the USA and Saudi Arabia took unjustified 
benefits from the war between the Mujahideen and the socialists. After Russian 
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troops left Afghansitan in 1989, the USA lost interest in Afghanistan anymore 
while Saudia and Pakistan were still interested to ignite yet another civil war 
among the different Mujahideen groups. Now, this time Pakistan and Saudia 
thought of another plan to fight the masses among themselves based on the 
ethnic differences. The mujahideen should have stopped opposition against Dr. 
Najib as he was no longer supported by the former USSR and their troops had 
already been left, there was a chance of making a stable Afghanistan if the 
numerous Mujahideen leaders had agreed to the then President Dr. Najib as 
Jihad was no longer valid in Afghanistan after the Russian troops left 
Afghanistan in 1989. Despite the fact that Dr. Najib continued to rule for 
another three years without the Russian support but finally collapsed in 1992 
due to the devilish hands of Pakistan and Saudi Arabia.  
 
Pakistani intelligence’ plans were successfully executed when the different 
Mujahideen Leaders started to fight among themselves for the complete 
power to rule Kabul ignited by Pakistan, Iran and Russia which supplied 
Massoud with post-jihad help to occupy Kabul against Gulbadin and other 
Pashtun Mujahideen Leadership. The sacred jihad against soviets was turned 
into a bloody mobocracy of power-thirsty Mujahideen leaders which once 
fought against USSR and then supported by USSR. I cannot sometimes 
comprehend these paradoxes and ironies in the history of Afghan Jihad. This 
time they were fighting among themselves on the basis of ethnicities which 
hugely destroyed the homogeneity of Afghan people and an enormous hate 
and vengeances were created among Pashtun, Tajik and Hazara groups which 
led to immense atrocities and perpetrations on one another collapsing the very 
basic foundations of a nation to remain united and solidified. The post-Najib 
civil war has resulted in the actual destruction of the Afghan culture, solidarity, 
land and people where large numbers of people migrated to the neighboring 
countries of Iran and Pakistan causing them the most vulnerable people for 
exploitation by Pakistan and Iran, many of them were talibanized under the 
leadership of Gulbadin and Mulla Umar having strong repercussions on the 
state of Afghanistan which we see today in the form of heterogenetic 
tendencies of Afghans calling themselves Khurasanies, Afghanistanies, 
Aryanies, Tajiks instead of agreeing to one identity name of Afghan.  Besides 
this, the civil war among the different Mujahideen leaders gave birth to 
Talibans who pushed the Afghan people back in the Stone Age and pillaged the 
country, land and people for five years. They oppressed the people and ruined 
the country’s most basic and fundamental institutions and memoirs of culture, 
education and civilization with an aim to completely Arabize Afghanistan which 
was not acceptable to people igniting the peak vengeances on the part of the 
Persian speakers in the north against Pashtuns, Pashto, and Pashtunwali. The 
ethnic problems that we have in Afghanistan today are the reverberations of 
that era.  
 
Despite the Pandora’s box that the Afghan people were stuck in and there was 
hardly any way out when the father of the Nation came to free the Afghan 
masses out of that Pandora’s box; Mr. President Hamid Karzai! We are grateful 
to you for bringing a mega change in the ideological and ethnic war-torn 
Afghanistan into a worth-living place of the world once again. It’s because of 
your immense efforts and love for the people of Afghanistan that made you to 
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serve the Afghan people in the best possible way and doing away with the root 
problems of ethnic and ideological differences in the wake of  two decades of 
ideological and ethnic based war. I think you are the only president who brought 
back such huge changes in the form of solidifying the scattered and furious 
masses fueled by ideology and ethnicity having no room for compromise to 
agree on a single ideological and national platform to stabilize the country and 
making a government. It became possible only because of you, no other person 
was capable to cope with these warlords having foreign backings and furious by 
ideology and ethnicity in the wake of inter-atrocities and anarchy among 
themselves which made them full of vengeance. Hates off to the father of 
Pashtuns, the respected Hamid Karzai 
 
In the context of the above short history of Afghanistan which has brought us in 
this situation today, we have identified three types of Afghan people based on 
their political ideologies and two types of people based on ethnicities. For sure, 
we have enormous internal problems which do not let us to focus on our foreign 
policy for the neighboring enemy countries. They have been busy in plotting 
conspiracies against us and dreaming of dissolving Afghanistan based on 
ethnicities and ideologies. So, now in order to withstand the long evolving 
demonic dream of Pakistan to control the Pashtun territories belonging to the 
people of Gulbadin, Mulla Umar and Haqqani’s religious ideologies, we have to 
consider the national solidarity inside our country first. The first thing that we 
should do is the unification of the three types of Afghan people; the socialists, 
the Mujahideen and the Talibans. I am sure socialists will definitely agree to your 
current regime and they do not have any concerns with USA, they have long 
been shun the Russian influences but convincing Gulbadin and the Talibans 
would have some concerns regarding the USA which is a necessary evil for us. 
We neither can say goodbye to USA, nor can keep her but she is important as 
well as harmful. Anyway, still there is a good probability that I see that based on 
ideology, people of our country will unite up to somehow 80% that is enough to 
fight Pakistan. We should call on a grand conference where all the well-known 
and influential leaders of Khalq, Mujaiheen Groups and Talibans should be 
invited to take their confidence before planning to attack on Pakistan.  
 
The problem of national reconciliation based on political ideology is not a 
problem even, within one conference, people can be easily united against the 
external enemy that has pathetic plans of expansionism under the pretext of 
Lahori Islamic Caliphate. We have resisted and defeated the socialist 
expansionism which was the super power of her time and we are dealing 
politically with capitalist expansionism; the USA now while at the same time, 
Saudi backed Lahori Islamist expansionism is also disturbing us. Islam is a sacred 
religion, it does not teach the Lahori; heera mandi so-called Islamic expansionist 
designs to encroach on the land of others. We can ourselves implement the true 
version of Islam in Afghanistan with support of all the three ideological people 
including khalq, the mujahideen and the talibans unlike their dirty Lahori 
expansionist plans in the euphemism of establishing an Islamic Caliphate under 
united Muslim Ummah concept.  
 
The Afghan socialist are the greatest ever haters of Pakistan and Saudi’s 
encroachment on Afghanistan though they hate the capitalist USA as well but if 
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it’s the issue of national sovereignty, socialists will be the first to fight Pakistan 
at the borders and in fact socialists were the first and enthusiastic people to 
regain the lost Afghan territories of Pashtunkhwa and Balochistan and are ready 
to fight Pakistan. Pashtun Mujahideen are the second most interested in 
liberating and merging Pashtunkhwa with Afghanistan while the third group 
which has special leniencies for Pakistan like Gulbadin and Talibans will make a 
little problem though we will be able to gain influence over them in this issue up 
to some extent. We can easily reach the 80% reconciliation based on ideology 
among the different predominantly Pashtun groups.  
 
As far as reconciliation based on political ideology is concerned in Pahstun 
masses, there is no problem but the problem is the reconciliation based on 
ethnicity. The whole northern alliance leaders are being fed by Pakistan to ignite 
sectarianism based on ethnicity and they are making problems in electronic 
identity cards and denying Pashtunkhwa to be the land of Afghanistan. It’s very 
sad that Ata Muhmmad does not respect the national anthem in Pashto as he 
argues that it’s the language of Talibans and Islamists and people in your current 
government does not respect the national terminology designed by the Ministry 
of Communications and Culture. The country’s most leading TVs and media like 
TV Yak and Tolo are not respecting the national terminologies and are adamant 
on fueling separatism whereas Shamsahd TV is running advertisements of plots 
and houses for sale in Murree and in Islamabad and making Questionnaire 
Programs where they tell the Afghan people that the Poet Allama Iqbal was the 
greatest Islamic Philosopher who in fact founded an enemy county of Pakistan 
which has a major hands in the destruction of Afghanistan.  
 
The anti-Pakistan rhetoric Amrulla Saleh, the former intelligence chief of 
Afghanistan is used to secretly visit Islamabad along with non-Pashtun youth 
from American University of Afghanistan to accompany him on unofficial visits 
many times and then compromising with the Punjabies on the border which the 
Pashtun masses should decide to whom the border belongs too as the border 
lies on the Pashtun territories and our grandfathers in Pashtunkhwa like Abdul 
Ghaffar Khan and Samad Khan Achakzai had endured enormous oppressions 
from the military and civil establishments of Pakistan on this very border. Our 
grandfathers in Pashtunkhwa had been in jailed for more than 30 years and till 
today, thousands of Pashtuns who demand Loy Afghanistan and who reject 
Durand line to be an officially recognized border have been killed, jailed, 
tortured and beheaded by the cruel government of Pakistan. How can Amrulla 
Saleh along with students from American University visit Islamabad without the 
formal permission of the government of Afghanistan to visit Pakistan to discuss 
the border matters? Who has given them the right to say that Durand is a 
recognized official border between Pakistan and Afghanistan? How can they 
dare think like that? How can the other leaders of northern alliance think like 
that? 
 
Afghanistan is the land of Pashtuns established to serve as an identity of 
Pashtuns in the world which would serve the better interests of Pashtuns like 
our language, culture and the Pashtuns’ code of Pashtunwali. Throughout the 
history, Afghanistan has been protected by Pashtuns of current Afghanistan and 
Pashtunkhwa against the British, Mughals and today you see that Pashtun is 
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defending Afghanistan against the demonic expansionist dreams of Punjabies. 
They do not know about Khushhal Khan Khattak, Ajab Khan Afridi, Ghaffar Khan 
baba and Samad Khan baba who are respected among Pashtuns of Occupied 
Pashtunkhwa and the current Afghanistan till today. They forget the hundreds 
of thousands of Pashtuns in the occupied Pashtunkhwa who says that they 
belong to Loy Afghanistan. Only in one gathering at Quetta arranged by Samad 
Khan Achakzai, 150,000 pashtuns raised their hands for the support of 
Afghanistan and promised Mahmood Khan that they will be the first to defend 
Afghanistan against any foreign threats. We, the Pashtuns of the Occupied 
Pashtunkhwa are ready to Join Milli Urdu for defending Afghanistan as we 
consider it our mother land. We have millions of Pashtuns here who are living 
miserable lives under the slavery of the Pakistani government and since last 65 
years, we are sustaining tortures, jails and beheading at the hands of Pakistan 
Military forces. It does not mean that non-pashtun minorities are not the 
originals of Afghanistan but they have their own limit. The government of 
Afghanistan has given them the right of their mother language Dari and has 
made it the second official language of Afghanistan. They have people in the 
government and can make decisions more than the strength they have. They 
have been given more rights than they actually deserve. Pashtuns talk to them 
in their own language and we have never imposed Pashto on them. They should 
not cross their limits to permanently and completely hijack the Pashtun state of 
Afghanistan.  If they have problems with their rights, or they are deprived of any 
political, social and economic right, they can discuss that in parliament with 
others. Pashtuns have never oppressed anyone, Pashtuns have always been 
lenient to them but they should not exploit this leniency. The foreign policies 
and affairs regarding Durand Line, Pakistan and Iran must be left to Pashtuns as 
we are the original and political inheritors of the state of Afghanistan and we 
have been defending and sacrificing for it since centuries. If they want to 
interfere in foreign policies of Afghanistan, they must be mentally grown up on 
Pashtun’s lines so that they could formulate policies in the best interests of 
Afghanistan. Otherwise their very nature would not be able to make unbiased 
Policies for the state.  
 
Example is in their front, they can look at the state of Pakistan where enslaved 
Pashtuns are the second majority, and did the Pakistani state have given us the 
right of our language Pashto? No! Not at all, But Afghanistan has given them the 
right of their language; this is the greatest example of Pashtun non-oppressive 
policy. And in Pakistan, all the decision makers and formulators of foreign 
policies are all punjabies, only those Pashtuns who are mentally and 
ideologically grown up in a Punjabi society are made the decision makers for 
Pakistan which serves the best interests of Punjab. They should not gave us the 
loose and puppet arguments that Pashtuns in Pashtunkhwa have better lives 
and they have been president once and are on high positions in Pakistan, so 
they would not join Afghanistan. We have no better life here; we are being 
bombed, tortured, looted, and dishonored and a harsh target of oppression and 
universal discrimination and a point of hate and undue vengeance on the part of 
Punjabies. Their self-claimed statement about the Pashtuns of occupied 
Pashtunkhwa are not warranted and their those statements are actually the 
statements of Pakistan which feeds them through the embassy as we know that 
how Pakistan thinks and have arguments on the so-called loose Durand line. 
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They are just repeating those sentences which they memorize in Islamabad or in 
the Embassy of Pakistan in Kabul. We very well know about those funny and 
amusing arguments that Pakistan has discovered and invented on her own. And 
I have given you an example of the one above how blatantly they come to 
Islamabad and discuss the issues which they are not authorized to. It’s a huge 
disrespect and blasphemy on the part of the northern alliance leaders when 
they spit such demonizing sentences about the fate of Pashtunkhwa out of their 
mouths. They should be impeached by the government of Afghanistan that how 
dare they blabbermouth the sacred struggles, sacrifices and efforts done by the 
masses of Pashtunkhwa to liberate themselves from the Punjabi’s dominance? 
The Pakistani military operations in Swat, Waziristan, Balochistan and Khyber 
presents the world with the worst ever atrocities perpetrated on Pashtun and 
Baloch masses throughout the history due to the fact that they have forcefully 
occupied us and we do not want to remain slaves under their Punjabi-centered 
totalitarian government.  
  
And the tribal cards that the Ministry of Border and Tribes in Kabul issues to the 
Pashtuns of occupied Pashtunkhwa are not valid according to them. One day, 
when holding that card, I passed by the road, the intelligence personnel who 
were Panjsheries stopped me and put me in Department 17 (  on the رياست ىفتده)
pretext that the card is not valid according to them. I reacted in ferocity and told 
them that I am Afghan. They told me that if a Tajik comes from Tajikistan, he will 
also be Afghan? I replied them in the following famous verse of my grandfather 
Khushhal Khan Khattak; 
 

 د افغان پو ننګ مي وتړلو توره“
 ننګيالي د زماني خوشحال خټک يم"

 

And further articulated, do you have any such warrior in Tajikistan who has 
defended Afghanistan and whose whole poetry and philosophy revolves around 
Afghanistan and Afghanism? Do you have any nationalist or political bodies 
claiming to be Afghans and are ready to defend Afghanistan in Tajikistan, 
Uzbakistan, Turkamenestan and Iran which you present as a point of your loose 
argument? Do you have Tajiks, Uzbeks, Turkamens and Iranians who want to 
join Afghanistan, who have given sacrifices for Afghanistan and their liberation 
from their respective states? And furthermore, are they in minority and are 
being oppressed with military operations? No! not at all, but they have majority 
there in Tajikistan, Uzbekistan and so on and there is no such movements, or 
people or leaders who have given sacrifices for Afghanistan and their liberation 
from their respective oppressive states. Their situation is totally different from 
the situation of Pashtuns in the Occupied Pashtunkhwa. They must not put 
forward the funny arguments of Loy Tajikistan, Loy Uzbekistan and so on as 
those states are not oppressive, there is no danger of cultural, lingual, social, 
economic and political imperialism on part of those states and Afghanistan too 
has given you people equal rights in all aspects of your lives and civilization.  
 
Not only is this, but the most convincing factor in regaining the lost territories of 
Pashtunkhwa is the socio-political and economic elements attached with the 

 

د افغان پو ننګ مي وتړلو 
 توره

ننګيالي د زماني خوشحال 
 خټک يم"

 



territory which rationalize to regain the control on the occupied Pashtunkhwa 
more than the fact that the people are Pashtuns or the same ethnicity. There is a 
group of innovative Afghans on facebook who put forward a fact in below 
words; 
 

 

 

 "که اکبل ژغورو، پش توخنوا به ګټو "

 او يو بل دايس ليلکي وو

"که وغواړو چي د ترهګري نه ځان خالس کړو نو ابيد پاکس تان هل منځه 

 ويسو"
Redeeming the lost Afghan territories from Pakistan is of immense importance 
to the peace of Afghanistan especially and for the region generally.  As along as 
Pakistan controls our Afghan territories of Pashtunkhwa along the so-called 
loose Durand line, we will always be in trouble and internal insurgency 
problems. Kabul will not see the days of peace all over Afghanistan until 
Pashtunkhwa is released physically as well as mentally from the slavery chains of 
Punjab. We should not consider any foreigner to interfere in our political 
destiny; we can ensure peace for ourselves. We have observed the foreigners’ 
intentions and their efforts against internal insurgency and its back-up in 
Pakistani controlled Afghan territories which have not been affected since last 11 
years of their presence in Afghanistan. The breeding of terrorists in these areas 
are still the same and Pakistan has not stopped to execute its devilish policies 
against Afghans and Afghanistan. The Afghan land is being used for the 
interests’ of others and the international rivalries are fought here. Our people 
are divided among the different foreign rivals based on ideologies and 
ethnicities and are busy in killing one another to control the whole of 
Afghanistan. For how long we will kill one another for the economic and Political 
favors of others? The disunity in Afghans caused by the polarization of our 
people in the wake of the strategic international interests in Afghanistan of the 
big powers has physically, ideologically and ethnically divided Afghans in many 
sects and territories. The first physical division of Afghans happened in the times 
of British India by the demarcation of the forceful border of Durand in 1893 
which systematically resulted in the ideological and mental division of Afghans 
under the influence of the former British India and then the demonic sate of 
Pakistan. The Afghans of Pashtunkhwa have been systematically depashtunized 
(Pakistanized) within 65 years of Pakistani control of the lost Afghan territories 
and 54 years of British influence. To keep the Pashtuns quiet and separated 
physically and ideologically so that they would not unite and pose threats to the 
Pakistani imperialist state, they have been further divided among KP (Khyber 
Pashtunkhwa), Balochistan and FATA. Now the Pashtuns of Pashutnkhwa, 
Balochistan and FATA has developed a different sort of mentality and feeling of 
recognition in the state of Pakistan. So, Pakistan has systematically divided the 
Pashtuns under her control in three physically different geographical areas and 
has applied different gubernatorial systems which inculcate in them a mentality 
and feelings of different sort of Pashtuns. So, this is how British separated us 
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between Afghanistan and British Controlled Pashtunistan and then how 
Pakistan further separated the lost Afghan territories in three more 
geographical and federally different constituencies for their own political 
reasons. Our unity is badly affected and our power of unity is lost to Pakistan.  
  
Now there is a dire need to reunify the whole Afghan population in the current 
day Afghanistan and the occupied Afghan territories. There is an immense need 
of reunification and redeem of the lost territories in order for us to survive as 
Afghan nation. Our identity is at brink and our power of unity has been hijacked 
in favor of others. There is dire need to fight a well-planned, equipped and 
determined war against Pakistan to immediately redeem our Afghan territories 
by joining with India and the Russian Federation if the USA is just playing cards 
and is not sincere with Afghans in establishing peace which is ofcourse 
dependent fully upon the elimination of Pakistan or the redemption of our lost 
territories to Pakistan. The problem of Talibanism is a big hurdle and has in fact 
made the peace, progress and development of Afghanistan unsuccessful and 
has affected the region very negatively and the USA is just making it more 
complex rather than putting an immediate end to it. While the other nations of 
Asia are quite interested to eradicate this on immediate basis by regimentally 
fighting against them in order to be at peace. The USA herself is lying far away 
and will not affect majorly but the demonic institution of Talibanism can be very 
negatively exploited by Pakistan and Saudi Arab against Afghanistan, the India 
and the Russian Federation as the farmer are the potential beneficiaries of this 
ism since it has emerged. They have such intentions of establishing a so-called 
Islamic Caliphate and they consider the Sunni Muslim Afghanistan as an integral 
part of their future Islamic Caliphate. While the USA’s policy of creating a more 
complex situation to arm and at the same time fight Talibans will make chaos in 
the region as she think in the long run it would pave the way for her to control 
Pakistan but it’s not of the interests of Afghanistan and the peace of Asia. If the 
USA agrees on fighting Taliabnism on immediate and head-on basis and further 
agree on fighting Pakistan to redeem our lost territories to put a permanent end 
to Talibanism and terrorism to gain the control of the areas where the safe 
havens and of course breeding places of suicide attackers are stationed, then 
the USA is a very good choice and comrade in an actual fight against terrorism. 
But since she has come to Afghanistan in 2001, she has not produced any 
substantial results as she is not fighting the potential terrorist breeding 
locations installed in our lost Afghan Territories. As long as she will not help us in 
regaining our lost territories, it implies that she is neither interested in peace nor 
in the eradication of terrorism. She is then definitely a coconspirator with 
Pakistan as she was before during Soviet era in the shitty game of Talibans 
which has played havoc with the lives, peace and development of Afghans and 
people in the region.  

 

My open letter in the name of Asfandyar Wali Khan 

 

Respected Sir Asfandyar Wali Khan  
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Before that I make some pleadings, I want to introduce myself briefly so 
that it should not be in mind that my pleadings are based on discrimination.  

I am the son of that Khudai Khidmat Gar father who was the single child of 
his parents. He had been an active worker of the Party spanning 61 years...from 
1930 (Harpur Jail Prisoner) to 1991 (Death). I am myself affiliated since last 35 
years as a minor worker with the Movement of Bacha Khan (PBUH) and the 
leader of democracy Wali Khan.  

I agree with your political vision, congratulations on naming the province as 
Khyber Pakhtunkhwa, and acclaim your efforts to have taken the first step 
towards Provincial Autonomy. I believe that this will not be the first and last 
step but more efforts will be taken towards autonomy as Party agenda needs it. 
Getting rights to royalty of electricity and gas is also not hidden from anybody's 
eye. Burying the Kala Bagh Dam forever is also a great work. Transferring 110 
million Rs. from federal to province in respect of electricity is also in front of all. 
Getting the right of producing more than 50 megawatts of electricity for the 
province is also eulogized.  

I firmly believe, if natural disaster had not come in way and if you had have 
time spared from killing the fire spread by nears and non-nears, then great 
developmental plans would have been near the end of completion.  

In spite of all these things, there is an expostulation, and expostulation is 
always done from dears, not from others........expostulation is your 
disconnection with or indifference to Party matters. It is agreed that after 
suicide attacks, the central council has mandated some restrictions on you, and 
have limited your activities but that doesn't mean to forget the workers. What is 
worker? Should I define! According to me “Worker is that unswerving soldier of 
the battlefield who keeps himself busy in Party work irrespective of day and 
night, cold and hot, unfavorable weather conditions, government suppression 
and unbearable reproaches of others while in the meantime the leaders sleep 
unconsciously and the worker take these leaders to great heights. But when the 
leader is appointed on a high profile position then “Worker” remains a minute 
thing who becomes an example of mental 
inferiority....................................................  

 

 

You might not believe that writing these lines at 3'o' clock past night, this 
“Poor Worker” is shedding floods of tears from his eyes.  

You had a complaint against your Mother Begum Naseem Wali Khan 
(Former Provincial President) but that was rather blame as being central 
President of the party, she keeps you away from provincial programs and 
matters. Now what detains you from taking part in party matters that you are 
totally disconnected?  

It is understood that situations don't let you to organize open gatherings 
and run public campaigns but there do exist other methods. Why not the Party's 
think tank doesn't consider this problem?  

If at this moment, I don't praise “Mor Bibi” then it will be a debit on me in 
favor of the history. Praises on “Mor Bibi's Administration”. During her 
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presidency, no minister even dared to disregard or ignore or not listen to any 
party worker, position holder or party organization but now..............................  

It is understood that provincial president don't have enough time for party 
matters because on one side there is efforts for bringing about peace, on 
second side there is consideration on international matters, thirdly national 
matters(provincial autonomy, involvement in different committees etc.), 
fourthly meetings of Senate etc.  

If it is seen if district Charsadda doesn't have an organization, then 
Nowshera's situation is not different from Charsadda. In Dir Lower, party is in 
internal glitches, distress in Lucky Marwat, stress in Kohat and district president, 
general secretary and other organizations are in distrust being in mutual fights 
in Karak. MPAs, MNAs, Ministers' ego are considering themselves superior to 
any party organization. What this all points to? That everything is going well or 
“Movement is improvement”.  

Should I mention the party matters of my own district Karak for a while? Not 
even a single meeting of district council has been called for since last three 
years. Even there was a refusal to call for a conference on councilors' 
constitutional requisition despite the hard work of members. Refusal to accept 
thirty two members passed resolution of opposition by provincial leaders is if 
not disrespect of workers, then what’s it? Former Minister of Prisons and 
present MPA, who is part of ANP government but not necessarily seems to be a 
party member because till date he could not say the name of Bacha Khan 
(PBUH) or Wali Khan even with the wrong slip of his tongue in any meeting or 
conference but the name of Akram Khan Durani is always on his respected 
tongue.  

The digit of 29000 voters is always in front of his eyes and damn care about 
the 10,000 ANP voters that has any inheritor or not!….....Leave 10,000, only 
those ten mentally imbalanced are also ignored who might benefit him in 
future( if remained in party). Now he is again made the Minister without the 
consultation of workers with the help of four or five leader like flatterers so that 
if there is something short of in last three years could be covered in next one 
and a half or two years. It should have been like to inquire into his accounts of 
last three years and then bestow upon him the Ministry. It is no more less than 
insult of the workers.  

A question arises, should these situations remain as it is or should take 
measures to rectify it. In the eyes of this “Poor Worker” the following measures 
must be taken immediately as it’s the need of time.  

1) Ensuring the trust and confidence in workers 

2) Calling on four or five district organizations along with specific workers, 
you yourself sitting in prime minister's house/annexe Peshawar, and praising 
their activities besides looking into their complaints. 

3) Due to the high involvement of provincial president, his authorities should 
be trusted to senior vice president so that party matters could be completed in a 
better way. 

4) Making provincial government punctual to provincial organization. 

5) Taking measures for the prevention of mutual oppositions among 

 

 



Organizations of all districts. 

6) Making Ministers, MPAs, MNAs etc., punctual to respective district organizations.  

If these measures are not taken into consideration, then coming party …........will splash water on all that is 
done. At last, I submit that these are not my personal feelings and emotions but these are the feelings of all 
workers which I deserve to communicate to you.  

Disappointment is a sin “At last I am human, how could I silence”  

Your own famous words are “there is very little difference between an Insult and Reform”, worker can't 
bear any more Reform. I hope that this letter will result in a suitable outcome, otherwise then the respected 
worker will be compelled on to commit a political suicide. 

Imran Khan, Nawaz Sharif, Pakistan, Afghanistan and the Greater Middle East Great Game  

 

In 1992, the slogan of Nawaz Sharif’s party against the People Party of Pakistan was “we conquered Kabul 
and you lost Dhaka” and in the coming four years till 1996, Benazir Bhutto and Nasir Ullah Babar constituted the 
bordering areas of Pashtunkhwa under the direct federal administration which is nowadays called FATA 
(Federally Administered Tribal Areas) to serve as a future proxy military spots to launch Lahori Islamists attacks 
on Afghanistan.  Nawaz Sharif is the person during whose rule, Kabul was burning in flames and our Afghan 
Mujahideen were serving his interests.  He was successful in collapsing the one hundred years old Afghan army 

with the help of his puppets Afghan 
Mujahideen who are currently in rule 
in Kabul under the patronage of 
USA. Many of the Pakistanies who 
work or have worked in the secret 
services and Military claim that they 
defeated Afghanistan in 1992 and 
installed a political mayhem and civil 
war in the country for the coming 
four years till Talibans came to rule in 
1996; though as Nawaz Sharif was 
thinking that Afghanistan will 
become their fifth Province or at 
least semi-controlled or under the 
direct federal administration of 
Islamabad was not achieved due to 
Northern Alliance resistance to 
Gulbadin and  later on their friendly 

Talibans government also did not allow them to interfere in Afghanistan’s internal matters due to the fact that 
once the Pakistan army entered the territory of Afghanistan at few places during Talibans rule where she was 
paid back fiercely by Taliban forces (Mulla Abdus Salam Zaeef), but still Afghanistan faced major loss in terms of 
civil war which destroyed the whole of Afghanistan’s cultural, social and political institutions. Furthermore, 
Talibans did not accept the Durand line which the Pakistanis have long been waiting for any friendly Afghan 
government to officially sign and even further threatened by Mulla Omar to redeem the lost Afghan territories 
from Pakistan. Pakistan permanently failed to settle a puppet government in Kabul due to the fact that they will 
have no more friendly government than Talibans who also denied to be their puppets and stood on the stance 
of any previous government of Afghanistan, may it be a communist regime or Zahir shah to not recognize the 
Durand line as formal border and considered Pashtunkhwa as part of Loy Afghanistan. This is the fact that 



President Musharraf was not happy with them and allowed America to wipe them out. Mulla Omar intended to 
hand over Osama Bin Ladin to USA but Masharraf told him no to hand over Osama to USA but hand over to him 
which resulted in the collapse of Taliban regime and a great loss of Pashtuns in Koza (Lower) and Bara (Upper) 
Pashtunkhwa due to NATO’s attacks which later on followed by reactions from Islamists in Lower and Upper 

Pashtunkhwa killing thousands of innocent Pashtuns. 
Once again after 1992-1996, the bloodshed of 
Pashtuns was manipulated by President Musharraf in 
2001-today. The peaceful Talibans regime was turned 
into a war of bloodshed in both Afghanistan and 
Pashtunkhwa.  

Masharraf organized the forceful union of Jamte-
Islami and JUI (Which would never otherwise unite on 
their own will due to gross ideological difference and 
political rivalry) in 2002 elections based on the fact 
that he wanted to keep Osama Bin Ladin and Mulla 
Omar in Pashtunkhw which he knew that the 
nationalist secular Parties mainly ANP would not allow 
or resist at least. So he brought MMA (Muttahida 
Majlis-e Amal) so that they could together win over 

ANP to help him formulate his anti-Pashtun strategies. MMA eliminated Pashto as a subject from Primary 
Schools and helped Musharraf in keeping Osama safe besides recruiting, funding and sending terrorists 
produced in the safe havens of FATA formerly made 
by Benzir Butto and Nasir Ulla Babar as proxy 
locations to attack on the progressive newly 
established Karzai government. Masharraf banished 
Benazir and Nawaz Sharif and executed his dictator 
policies and killed Baloch nationalists anti-state 
separatists leaders like Bugti and oppressed the 
blow-back effect of Talibanism and Jihad in the wake 
of Musharrraf-supported American occupation of 
Afghanistan that resulted in the end of Taliban’s rule 
which were supported by Benazir and Nawaz sharif 
during their respective rules.  

After Musharraf rule came to an end and a new 
democratic civil government was formed in the 
center by PPP and in Pashtunkhwa by ANP, the Pakistani secret services and Military intelligence supported the 
killing of hundreds of secular nationalist leaders and workers who were opposing suicide attackers and 
Terrorists activities of Pakistan in Afghanistan’s soil. The military itself orchestrated mass suicide attacks in 
Peshawar city primarily and generally in Khyber Pashtunkhwa which resulted in the death of thousands of 
Pashtun masses besides promoting Talibanism secretly and then at the same time fighting against them in order 
to besmirch the name of ANP and its rule. In order to make a bad image of ANP’s rule in Khyber Pashtunkhwa to 
pave the way for Imran Khan in next elections, the military of Pakistan and its secret services promoted 
Talibanism on one side and on the other side fought Talibanism to receive dollars from the USA on so-called war 
against terrorism. The peace situation in pashtunkhwa was majorly affected resulting in decreased business 
activities and social gatherings. The state badly blackmailed the ANP and PPP’s rule by manipulating Talibanism, 
Terrorism and Suicide attacks primarily in Pashtunkhwa and generally in Pakistan; part of which was a blow-back 
effect of previously supported Talibans and part of which was Military-sponsored terrorism in order to pave the 
way for Nawaz Sharif and Imran Khan in next elections.  



Now Imran khan is talking 
rhetorically about ending terrorism, 
it’s because terrorism was 
manipulated by the Military in 
previous government of ANP and 
PPP though a blow-back effect of 
the previously supported Talibans 
also counted which Military would 
never be able to eliminate and will 
keep on increasing due to the failed 
Pakistani Military and Intelligence 
strategies. The Pakistani Millitary 
and Intelligence strategies revolve 
around the fact “that in order for 
Pakistan to survive, she must 
support Islamists and terrorists that 
often happens to be Pashtun 
fanatics with a minimum number of 
Punjabis which they have been 
breeding since the previous years in 
different forms of radical religious 
ideologies ” naming Lashker-e- 

Jngawi, Lashker-e-Taiba, Sipahe-Sahaba, Jaish-e-Muhammad etc. The same radical religious institutions which 
today they support in order to sustain the failed state of Pakistan to fight the secular, nationalist and socialist 
forces internally besides sending them abroad for jihad under the false pretext of fighting non-muslims and 
oppressors of Mulsims except China which is the biggest oppressor of muslims but Pakistani islamist would 
never go there for waging a jihad (Irony), will be the first to blame the legitimacy of the state being un-islamic 
and will demand complete Sharia in Islamabad otherwise Islamabad will also turn into a center for jihad and this 
is what we call a blow-back effect of supporting Islamists and this is the end of the Pakistani Millitary strategies. 
Pakistan is now using these Jihadists to expand its Arab-back Punjabi hegemony in the disguise of establishing 
an Islamic Caliphate in the region but she would have to bear the brunt of what she is producing. She has 
already experienced their blow-back partially during previous years as they are Islamic fanatics, they can do 
anything, can turn back with the same gun that has been given by Pakistani Military to use it against them under 
the pretext of establishing strict sharia.  

2014 is around the corner and the Pakistani Military has long been waiting for the withdrawal of NATO 
troops from Afghanistan. The Military of Pakistan had already planned and made the minds of the populace by 
the manipulation of circumstances and media and partly by rigging, forcing the army soldiers and other 
government employees to vote for Imran primarily in Pashtunkhwa. This is a policy well-thought-out by army 
generals to bring Imran in Pashtunkwha and Nawaz Sharif in Punjab, the ultimate controlling body of the 
hegemonic Pakistan against Afghanistan which was previously executed successfully in 1992 by the same 
Nawaz Sharif to topple the communist regime of Dr. Najib in Afghanistan after the withdrawal of the Russian 
Troops in 1989 with the help of Afghan puppet Mujahideen who currently is ruling Kabul under CIA.  The fact is 
the same Mujahideen who rules Kabul now were the Puppets of Nawaz Sharif in 1989-1992 to collapse the 
communist regime of Dr. Najib but were not able to install a stable government due to their power-thirsty 
nature and partly by their resistance to their then Master Nawaz Sharif who was wishing to rule Kabul as a fifth 
Province. The only difference is that they were the puppets of ISI and Nawaz Sharif till 1992 and now the 
puppets of CIA. So, Nawaz Sharif knows them very well as the former puppets of him, hence Military of Pakistan 
knows that no one but Nawaz Sharif knows them very well and he knows how to deal with them. The current 
Mujahideen government is responsible for the four years civil war in Afghanistan and the misery of Millions of 
Afghans. They are the same people who were puppets of Nawaz Sharif in 1992 and now the puppets of the 



USA. They are ISI-turned-CIA puppets or Nawaz Sharif turned Bush and Obama puppets, they deserve many 
names.  

Imran Khan is a western 
Islamist without beard who 
wants to implement the same 
dead-end military strategy of 
Pakistan’s ultimate survival. 
He has kept very close links 
with Jamate-Islami and other 
terrorist Organizations and 
Dr. Qadir Khan who is yet 
another so-called Pashtun like 
Yahya Khan, Ayub Khan, 
Samin Khan etc., (anyone in 
Panjab who wants to beguile 
Pashtuns suffixes Khan with 
his/her name, then our 
simpleton Pashtuns think that 
he/she is really Khan) who 
also came to Politics and 
having close links with Mullas, 
and Islamic terrorists with an 
aim to rule Kabul as a fifth 

Province in future. Imran Khan can never end terrorism but the terrorism in Pashtunkhwa is totally manipulated 
by Pakistan army, the only thing is that Pakistan Army is his friend so she will not manipulate terrorism in his era 
while he will continue to fool our Pashtuns, misguiding and misleading them towards doing jihad against 
Karzai’s regime. He will flood Pashtunhwa with western jihadists and will once again make our Pashtun children 
and youth to do a so-called invalid Jihad in Afghanistan against Karzai. The Khan tag with his name will 
hoodwink our simpleton Pashtuns that he is our own Pashtun and he must be obeyed despite the fact that he 
does not speak a word of Pashto. On the other hand, Dr. Qadir Khan is dreaming of ruling Kabul as fifth 
Province of Pakistan. They have a plan to make an Islamic Emirates of Afghanistan out of Pashtun territories of 
Afghanistan and bribing the Tajiks, Uzbeks and Hazaras to demand Free Khorasan. During the last few days, the 
Pakistani embassy has poured millions of dollars in the pockets of the Tajik, Uzbek and Hazara leaders to 

demand the division of 
Afghanistan into Northern 
Alliance controlled Khurasan 
and Pakistani Controlled Islamic 
Emirates of Afghanistan.  

Under Imran Khan’s rule, 
Pashtunkhwa generally and 
FATA especially will be become 
even a more dangerous place 
full of fanatics and radical 
jihadist outfits to be sent to 
Afghanistan to fight a so-called 
jihad against the Karzai 
government. Since Talibans, 
Mullahs, Islamists, religious 
fanatics of Jamate-Islami (a 
terrorist Organization) and so-



called holy warriors of Islam will have to be empowered with weapons, social influence and support to serve 
the state interests of weakening or toppling the Karzai’s government in Afghanistan to establish a friendly 
Talibans regime. The same extremists and Islamic fanatics when empowered will implement their draconian so-
called Islamic strict sharia which they dictate based on their own will to serve their own greediness, fame, 
wealth, power and influence in the society. The state-empowered these Islamic extremists will stop 
development, will ban all the modern day progressive activities, will oppress women, will loot, torture and 
dishonor people and will force people to accept whatever they want. The circumstances will go beyond the 
control of the very government of Pakistan which is empowering them to win and rule over the people of 
Afghanistan first and then our Tribal areas. The same extremists empowered by the Pakistani state will 
gradually expand their influence by force due to the fact that they will be exploited by others like USA primarily 
and Saudi to continue to implement their draconian rule on  Pashtunkhwa and then Islamabad and whole of 
Pakistan.  The vision of Pakistani military that Talibans will control Kabul and will install their puppet 
government in Kabul only so that they could administer it from Islamabad and doing away with the growing 
Indian influence on the people of Afghanistan is totally a failed vision which they themselves have experienced 
in the past.  The talibans regime during 1996-2001 was no doubt a friendly government of Pakistan but not a 
puppet one. They exercised their own policies and never allowed Pakistan into their internal matters. This time 
Pakistan will have to bear the brunt of Talibanism itself more than Afghanistan as last time; Dr. Najib was the 
single ruling authority against whom Pakistan, Mujahideen, Talibans, Saudia and the USA were fighting 
together. But this time, Karzai’s case is not exactly like Dr. Najib as the Pakistanis think. Karzai has the support 
of America though Pakistan also has the support of the same; he has further support of the people following 
Mujaiheen currently in rule who were with Pakistan in the last war against Dr. Najib. He has the further support 

of Afghan socialists, pro-Najib 
people though they have internal 
concerns but as far as Pakistan is 
concerned, they are openly siding 
with Karzai’s government.  
Besides this, Karzai has the 
support of the democratic 
Republic of India and even there 
are chances, if Karzai extends his 
friendship hand to the Russian 
Federation and say good bye to 
the USA for its dual policy; being 
with Pakistan and Afghanistan at 
the same time and her negative 
stance on the Durand line which 
the former USSR was committed 
to regain for Afghanistan. 
Northern Alliance in this war will 
be siding with Pakistan though 

secretly but they will not be able to do something considerable as they will not be technically able to make 
Khurasan due to the large Pashtun masses and Pro-Loy Afghanistan tajik, Uzbek and Hazara masses in the 
north. Naturally, the Russian Federation, the India and any democratic, peace loving and progressive 
government or a power in Asia would side against the increasingly empowering Talibans except China which is a 
strategic friend of Pakistan.  

What will happen as a result of the pathetic Pakistani military policy to encroach on the land of others with 
the intention of expanding its Lahori Islamic Caliphate into Afghanistan with the help of Nawaz Sharif and Imran 
Khan is a total political chaos and which will result in the power transfer to Talibans to control most of the 
Pakistan backed by the USA and other interested countries partly as a blow back phenomenon under which 
Talibans themselves will object the state legitimacy of Pakistan as a non-islamic and partly by ignition of others 



to reach the nuclear resources and control of Pakistan which is no doubted the USA. This situation will result in 
a total Talibocracy in Pakistan which the USA might also not be able to control. What will happen as a last resort 
to control the dominant Talibocracy in Pakistan will be to free Pashtunistan or making Loy Afghanistan and to 
free Balochistan as separate independent states based on the global research map of new Middle East order. 
The USA will control the whole of Loy Afghanistan and Balochistan and will bring its oil and gas companies 
(UNOCAL) to extract the natural resources of Loy Afghanistan, Baluchistan and will try to encroach on the 
former USSR states of Tajikistan, Uzbekistan and Turkmentistan where she already have her basis established. 
The Pashtun Talibans will be fully Arabized and they will be the Shiekhs of the region profligant in oil and gas 
resources.  The area will be made rich like Gulf States and America would establish herself as the Asian Power 
and no one will be able to compete her. The Russian Federation, China and the India will have increased 
problems due to the expansionism of the USA into the Asian oil and gas rich countries and regions. Pakistan 

majorly represented by Punjabis will dump 
in its own failed strategies and will vanish 
into India. This is the reason that the Asian 
political leader; the Russian Federation is 
calling on China and India to finish their 
border clashes and is trying to make them 
united against the expanding influence of 
the USA.  Besides this, the Russian 
Federation is also helping Iran and Syria 
against the expansionism of USA. The 
formation of the 65 years old proxy 
pseudo-nation Pakisatn which is in fact the 
forceful amalgamation of Pashtuns, 
Balochs, Sindhies and Punjabies led by 
Punjabies to act as a satellite state for the 
British-turned-America to enter once again 
as influential and leading power in Asia 
after the British left the Indian sub-
continent in 1947, was a project that is 
going to finish very soon and Pakistan 
would be no more needed as it has almost 
successfully done his job for the British-
turned-Americans. This is the reason why 

Henry Mortimer Durand signed with Amir Abdur Rahman to retain the Pashtunkhwa and Balochistan for 100 
years under British-turned-Pakistani control. The British are too fore-sighted and they knew that almost within 
hundred years Pakistan would have completed their job and then there will be a need to reunite back 
Pashtunkhwa with Afghanistan resulting in a free Balochistan and the Greater India. So, the master of Talibans, 
Al-Qaida and Mujahideen is CIA not ISI, ISI is just a child organization of CIA busy in serving the interests of CIA 
even today that Pakistan is in clashes with them but ISI has to serve the interests of CIA unknowingly whether 
she wants or not. The top CIA agents today are the Afghan President Hamid Karzai and Zalmay Khalilzad of 
Afghanistan, both has been consultants to the UNOCAL Corporation.  



The indian interests in Afghanistan is just limited to its enmity with Pakistan, India wants a strategic partner 
against Pakistan, and Pakistan’s interests are just limited to its own existence from the growing power of India 
as an enemy and may be up to some extent which has now faced with remarkable failure to establish an Islamic 
Caliphate (Islamic Hegemony). The Saudi Arabia is also the major rival in this project of the Americans and has 
been involved since long to hijack this project from Americans which was more remarkable during Zulfiqar Ali 
Butto’s time but America was able to re-control its own project of its Proxy Pakistan by her puppet General Zia. 
Saudis want the predominantly Pashtun region to remain poor and Islamist so that she could maintain her 
hegemonic influence and exploit the Islam-loving nature and sentiments of Pashtuns and others in the region 

besides filling their humans’ resource gap 
which is being provided very cheap by the 
people of these regions. Saudis are also 
manipulating Pakistanis for their own favors 
in the Pashtun regions of Pashtunkhwa and 
Afghanistan with an aim to extend their so-
called Islamic caliphate but CIA is their father 
which they will serve, be it Pakistan or Saudi, 
whether they want or not, and in fact 
unknowingly they are serving the interests of 
the USA. Pakistan is supporting Talibans in 
pursuit of her own very existence and her 
influence on Afghanistan against India, while 
Saudis are exploiting these pursuits of 
Pakistan to Arabize the Pashtun masses so 
that she can have an influence there and can 
exploit the human resource, that’s why 
Pashtuns majorly are dependent on the Gulf 
States. While they both are supporting 
Talibans for their own interests, the final and 

ultimate interests are of the USA, the CIA, the father of ISI and Saudi Intelligence which too supports Talibans 
for brining Chaos in the region that will establish Talibocracy in Pakistan and will reach the nuclear resources 
and then Pakistan will be evaporated into air and new boundaries will be established which will remove the 
Durand line as its 100 years are already completed now. While the interests of the Russian Federation are well 
far-reaching and she do not want any western political and economic leader in the region that’s why she has to 
unite all the big powers in Asia except Pakistan to unite against the US hegemony and expansionist designs. 
They can make a very good union of India, China, North Korea, the Russian Federation and the Islamic Republic 
of Iran. Pakistan cannot be part of the Union though at this time, Pakistan is also anti-American but due to its 
nature, it cannot detach herself from supporting Talibanism that ultimately helps the USA. The CIA has put the 
Saudis and Pakistanis in such a situation that they cannot control themselves and have to serve anyway the 
interests of their father, the USA. The position of India is quite controversial in this union as she may join the 
USA instead of Russia and China due to her border clashes with China and strong dependency on the USA. The 
Russian and Chinese design of the Middle East may not be implemented due to the fact that the USA has 
cultivated strong agents like Afghan Mujahideen (currently in rule in Kabul) and above all the institution of 
Talibanism with the help of her child ISI and a soon-to-finish proxy state of Pakistan.  

The Chinese design of the Middle East is that of Pakistan and Saudi Arab which are the two children of the 
USA, the former being her grandchild and the latter being her child, so they anyway together have to serve the 
interests of their grandfather and father respectively. While the Russian design of the Middle East has some 
possibilities if supported by India, China, North Korea and Iran.  Saudi Arab and Pakistan can never become, 
based on the sound political theory, the members of the proposed aforementioned Union against the American 
expansionism.  



The American increasing hands in the Asian countries and subsequent 
occupation through Taliban and Islamists will definitely put the Asian anti-
American Atomic powers at danger and they will not sit quiet and will have to 
react regimentally. The growing trend of Islamism in Middle East is really very 
dangerous for the progressive and socialist nations of the region due to the fact 
that it may affect their sovereignty in the long run. The anticipated anti-
American union in the Asia will definitely have to wage a third world war against 
America uprooting its very tools of Islamism and Talibanism which will result in a 
totally new balance of powers globally and it might be possible for the secular, 
nationalist and socialist/communist forces of Asia to emerge as a joint super 
power of the world. The secular nationalists, social democrats, and communists 
will once again win over the western-turned-Islamist-Asians who are capitalizing 
in the name of Islam, their capitalist hegemonic stronghold in Middle East on the 
poor masses of the natural resources rich regions. The blow-back effect of 
Islamism may also create a situation like Palestine-Israel in the region for some 
time but it will be all systematically manipulated through people as the CIA is 
able to manipulate the behavior, nature and feelings of people through 
manipulated shocks, incidents so that people could politically struggle for what 
the ultimate goal of CIA is. The exact time of all these events and manipulation 
of these events and circumstances have to be deeply researched and studied.  

 

The Mournful Death of Ghazala Javed and other Pashtun Female 

Singers 

 

Few days ago, we were shocked with yet another event of Ghazala Javed’s 
assassination together with her father in Peshawar. Before this, we have seen 
Bakht Zamina, Yasmin Gula, and Aimen Udas’ death at the hands of unknowingly 
known people. Even our famous singers who represent our culture and keep our 
language alive so that our Pashtuns could be recognized as a nation in the world 
crowded with nations, languages and cultures competing for survival are not 
exceptions to this. Whenever there is a women trying to become a bit liberal in 
pashtun society to serve the nation with her voice and entertain people is 
conspired against to be killed. The religious fanatics who have influence in our 
society are exploited to the fullest by our evergreen enemy to plot such 
conspiracies against our liberals so that we remain conservatives for long.  “The 
more the pashtun society is conservative, the more Pakistan will be stable” is 
such a fantastic direct relationship for Punjabi dominated federal government 
that they have formulated open policies of Pashtun genocide in our tribal and 
settled areas.  

 
Despite the fact that there is a very remote relationship between Ghazala’s 

death and the government of Pakistan but it is crystal clear that Ghazala would 
have been among us till today if such policies would not have existed against 
the woman, liberals and pashtuns in general, that’s why Ghazala’s killers are still 
free and there are no investigations and interrogations made of the case so far.  

Khyber Pakhtunkhwa government which tries to be a Pashtun government 
is in fact a puppet of the federal not investigating into the case and holds the 

 

A Tribute to our 
Sister, Ghazala 
Javed, The Great 
Ghazala! You are in our 
hearts and you will remain 

in our hearts, you will be 
remembered as a brave 

Pashtun daughter in the 

history of Pashtuns. 
Thousands of Pashtuns 

mourned your death in 
every corner of the world 

and expressed their 
sadness. You have created 

a space in our hearts 

which will stay permanent 
and you have made a 

history. You died for us 
(we pashtuns), so you 

deserve much more, we 

owe you much respect as 
you sacrificed yourself for 

us and kept on singing 
songs with your 

mellifluous voice. Ghazala, 

you will always be 
remembered as a brave 

pashtun daughter in the 
gatherings, discussions, 

history and your songs 
will keep you alive, your 

unprecedented service to 

our pashtun nation, 
pashto and culture will 

serve us even though you 
are in grave but I am 

unfortunate to say that 

we are too selfish to 
revenge your death. 

Ghazala! Your death is the 
death of all pashtuns, our 

pashto and our culture, 
you were the one to keep 

us alive on the surface of 

this planet. Surely, we 
owe you great debt which 

we are incapable to pay 
and we are sorry for that!  



culprits accountable. I kindly ask Asfandyar why he is so silent on this matter while the pashtun nation is in great 
melancholy of the great loss of Ghazala Javed’s life. Her killers are sitting in Bacha Khan Markaz which is too 
shameful for them to accomplice in this evil. They should have rather taken a strict action against the killers of 
our beloved sister who served our Pashto and people a lot. But I see the situation is quite opposite one, which 
indirectly means that they are comfortable with any bad event harming pashtuns’ culture and language. They 
should at least recall our grandfather Bacha Khan Baba who struggled for his whole life saving Pashto and 
pashtuns and now what he and his fellows are doing.  

  
Many people ask me why I am so furious on Ghazala’s death while on every day basis common pashtun girls 

and women are killed at the hands of our so-called Ghairat and Namoos and conservative people exploited by 
the federal.  My usual answer to them is I do regret their deaths on similar lines as I do for Ghazala but Ghazala 
and the like represent the whole women section of Pashtun society. Ghazala was an emblem of Pashtun culture 
and society as well as a great symbol of pashtun solidarity, who for the first time rejected Talibans’ (the laborers 
of the federal) decree of discontinuing her music career.  

To roll it up, I kindly request our puppet provincial government to take action against Ghazala’s killers rather 
than befriending with them and allowing them to sit in Bacha Khan Markaz. Our pashtun people all over the 
world are already mourning her sad death while you are sitting quiet doing nothing.  What we will expect of you 

if you can’t even protect our cultural figures and those too when they are women.  It’s too pathetic that you use 
euphemisms like Domestic Problems, Domestic Killings, Killings based on Ghairat and Namoos or Killings based 
on personal enmity. These are not justifications, would you allow killing of women or what? Women should 
have equal standing as the men have. They must be brought equal to the men or what the difference between 
you and other religious political parties to whom we refer as slaves or laborers of the federal.  

Women’s death is not justifiable just saying that singing is Haram in Islam or that they are killed as a result of 
domestic complexities rather we should have to delve deep into the problem and its primary causes which are 
the driving force behind women’s killing and injustices in Pashtun Society and the provincial government should 
help us in finding and fighting those causes.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



Pashtuns, Islam, Pakistan and 

my Theory of Ideological 

Cladding of Pashtun Nationalism  

 

Pashtuns had enjoyed the original pre-Islamic code of Pashtunwali which 
was an envious way of living comparable to the modern day European 
civilizations. The original code of Pashtunwali; living style of Pashtuns can be 
found in the old GANDAHARA civilization which is today’s Khyber Pashtunkhwa, 
Balochistan and south-eastern Afghanistan populated by Pashtuns centered in 
Kandahar (Gandahara); the power base of political and historic Pashtuns (see an 
example event of original pre-Islamic code of Pashtunwali on the left pan of the 
page). Before the advent of Islam and the Arab’s  and turks’ invasion of Pashtun 
Land, the ancient Pashtun society enjoyed lot of freedom and development of 
its civilization in terms of more liberty to women than men, mutual respect of 
the genders, education, social affairs and business. Though Pashtuns today hate 
hindus for no reason, the pre-islamic Pashtun society was all hindu and Buddhist.  
The today’s theories of Pashtuns being descended down from Hazrat Yusuf or 
Bani Israel or some may argue that Pashtuns are germans are all concoctions 
with the slight truth of Bani Israel’s few lost tribes that mixed in the locals of 
gandahara civilization as Hinduism was the religion that accepted foreigners, 
gave them shelters or political asylums. Israelis took shelters here and some of 
the tribes that they call the lost tribes were mixed in the locals of the ancient 
Gnadahara civilization. So it does not mean that the whole Gandahara 
civilization is originated from Israel rather Isrealis have mixed into it. The theory 
of Pashtuns being descended down from Israelis or Prophet Youssef was 
deceptively used by Islamists and westerners. The USA and British had vested 
interests in the land of Pashtuns and Balochs so they have to anyway connect 
Pashtuns with them biologically as well as ideologically; likewise the Arabs and 
Islamists have also the same vested interests in the Pashtun people more than 
their land, so they also deceived the current day muslim Pashtuns that they 
were muslims since their very birth of Civilization as they argue Pashtuns are the 
descendantsof Prophet Yousaf or Benyamin (Youngest Brother of Yousuf). The 
Arab especially and Muslim generally need Pashtuns for the protection of Islam 
and their so-called Caliphate Empires as guardians and use them against their 
own ancestors hindus. Pashtusn were only guardians of the previous Islamic 
Empires and will remain guardians if any Islamic Empire was established. We can 
easily observe this fact in the case of Pakistan whose Army is predominantly 
Pashtuns who fights India (the Hindus) very enthusiastically as not being people 
of the book.  Pashtuns in Pakistan army blew themselves under the Indian Tanks 
in 1965 to save Pakistan and Islam. No matter what Pashtuns do to save Arabs, 
Pakistan and rest of the mulism world, they will themselves be tortured by the 
same people and India (the original cultural and biological ancestor of Pashtuns; 
hindus and Hinduism) will protect them against their Islamic fathers and that’s 

 

Kandahar is one of the 
biggest demonstrations of 
what can happen when 
Islam overshadows a city. 
Not going to the reason 
why Islam was 
implemented there but just 
see what happened as the 
aftermath of Islam’s ordain 
in the Afghanistan. Pre-
Islamic Afghanistan was a 
highly progressive land and 
it featured in the ancient 
Hindu histories. No doubt 
that the pre-Islamic Afghans 
were all Hindus and were 
highly progressive. The 
women enjoyed greater 
power than men. 
What is today called 
Kandahar was called 
Gandahara by then and it 
was later on pronounced as 
Kandahar by foreign 
invaders after they killed 
the Hindu ancestors of 
Afghans via treachery and 
the killing zone was named 
Hindukush (Kush means 
killing/Hindu Killing). Earlier 
Afghan girls in their 
marriage ceremony used to 
choose her match among 
the various royal candidates 
and when this ceremony 
was performed on the spot 
at marriage hall, it was 
called Swayamvar. 



the reason that Karzai finally have to go to INDIA for arms. 
 As far as Germans are concerned, the mother of Adolf Hitler was an Aryan 

woman of whom Pashtuns are a Branch, that’s why Hitler had specific leniencies 
and affections for the Aryan people. The DNA tests conducted by Indian 
Researchers have confirmed Pashtuns to be the ancient Gandhara civilization 
which was fully a Hindu society though it remained Buddhist before too.  So, in 
this context, some tribes of Pashtuns may be having biological and DNA 
connections to Israel and but majority of the Pashtuns are the descendants of 
Hindus.   

 
Our fanatic Pashtuns hate Hindus for no reason while they themselves were 

hindus before the first Mulism Turk, Mahmud Ghaznavi attacked the Pashtun 
land.   Our ignorant Pashtuns are proudly saying things about Mahmud Ghaznavi 
but do not study how their forefathers were beheaded, dishonored and looted 
by him. Some of our Pashtuns even consider him Pashtun while he was in a Turk 
first Muslim. Mahmud Ghaznavi massacred Pashtuns and raped the Pashtun’s 
women and forcefully converted them to Islam. He was the person who is 
responsible for the castration of the Pashtuns males to use them as mere 
servants of him. Though Islam tried to plunder the South Asia in the form of 
Muhammad Bin Qasim in seventh century but was not able to take control of 
the whole region, but it was successful when Mahmuid Ghaznavi played havoc 
with the lives and civilization of the ancient Gandahara. He looted the temples, 
and forcefully converted the hindus (Including Pashtuns) into Islam and looted 
the today’s India for 17 times. The Ghaznavid Empire spread hate among its 
subjects against hindus who were once themselves hindus as not being people 
of the book. I wonder a looter, rapist and plunderer like Mahmud Ghaznavi is 
respected as a very holy person more like a hero who forcefully changed the 
religion and civilization of the peaceful ancient Gandahara in the whole muslim 
history. The modern Islamic state of Pakistan is the most fanatic in his case and 
has named missiles and other heavy military weapons in his name and considers 
him as the champion of Islam. While people of Afghanistan and specifically 
Pashtuns are for a very good reason remembering him as a great Islamic 
Victorian as they are Masochist since when Mahmud Ghaznavi castrated them 
and raped their women in front of them. Pashtuns have never changed and 
today too, they feel joy when the same cult, now in the form of Fanatic Talibans, 
Punjabis and Arabs are looting, raping and massacring them. The today’s 
pashtuns who proudly call themselves muslims are actually the bastards born as 
a result of Turks and Arabs raping their women back then in 9-10 centuries. And 
today too, the same is happening and Pashtun continues to hate his own 
original culture and people who are Hindus in India which is the only country in 
the whole world helping Afghanistan against her Islamic fathers namely, the 
Arabs, Punjabis and Persians.  

After ghaznavis, Ghoris, Lodhis, Mughals; the British came to India and 
ended the eight hundred years long Mulsim rule in India spanning from 970-1800 
approximately. The British too were more leaned towards Muslims throughout 
their rule and established a Muslim Country Pakistan while leaving once again 
pashtuns were hoodwinked into joining Pakistan by the very British people as 
Hindus were not people of the book. Though people may not believe, I also 
consider the British rule as a Muslim rule which favored Mulsims and oppressed 
hindus. The 900 years long Mulsim rule of India (including British as people of 

 

In this ritual the bride 
marches and scrutinizes the 
candidates that is prince of 
all regions and whoever she 
likes, she puts the garland 
on him. Sometime she puts 
eligibility criteria. For 
example Seeta wanted to 
judge her man via breaking 
a heavy bow and Draupadi 
wanted a skilled archer. 
That was the extent of the 
liberty of the women in pre-
Islamic Hindu Afghanistan. 
But where are the Afghans 
today? They have now Surah 
Nisan for women teaching 
how to beat and admonish 
the women, how to confine 
them to death under the 
charge of unproven 
fornication. They have 
clerics teaching how to beat 
their wives as per the 
Islamic authorization. Now 
they have permission to 
marry up to four wives and 
keep numerous sex slaves 
and even further the 4-
wives limitation is 
expendable with a use of 
little Islamic Brain. You can 
unilaterally divorce your 
wife unchallenged and 
“purchase” newer wives. 
None knows in which 
brothel the helpless woman 
ends up 



the book lenient towards Mulsim being also people of the book) oppressed the hindu people and culture for 
almost one millennium but thanks to Hindu people who kept their culture and religion alive till today. Since 
Ghaznavis came to loot the ancient Gandahara civilization, the original Sanskrit script of Pashto was changed 
into Arabic script besides converting them to Arabism (Islamism). The ghaznavis did not only attack the 
geography of the ancient Gandahara but also their culture, language and religion. But,once again, thanks to 
hindus who preserved their culture, language and religion in its original Sanskrit script and spirit despite the 
long oppression of almost 1000 years (a millennium). 

 
Pashtuns of British India and Afghanistan were once again made the slaves of the same Islamist cult since 

the times of Ghaznavis, going through ghoris, their own lodhies, Mughals, Persians, British till 18th century when 
a new phase of ideological Islamization and fanaticization of Pashtuns took place at the hands of British which 
sponsored the establishment of a Muslim Republic of Pakistan. As usual, Pashtuns were oppressed, looted and 
raped by this Islamic Republic as well as we can observe in the raped history of Pashtuns since Ghaznavis, 
thanks to the power of Masochism on the part of Pashtuns who enjoys being hurt physically, ideologically, 
culturally and intellectually by the imported religion of the Arabs while at the same time they hate Hindus who 
are their original cultural and biological ancestors with slight mix of others. I wonder that Pashtuns hate and 
fight hindus just for the sake of Arabs, Islam and Pakistan on the pretext of being not of the book while hindus 
have been on the other side very loyal, generous and affectionate to Pashtuns despite the fact that they have 
hurt, tortured and destroyed Hindus, their temples, relics in Afghanistan, Pakistan and India in the span of 
almost one millennium Indian rule of Muslims.  

Today, when Pashtuns are in misery caused by westerners, Arabs and Punjabis-sponsored Talibans and Al-
Qaida who are the same cult which the Pashtuns are proud of to be the icons of Islam ranging from Mahmud 
Ghaznavi till the recent Punjabi and Arab-backed Talibans and Al-Qaida; there is only one country that is helping 
Pashtuns which is the hindu-majority India. India considers sub-consciously that the people of Afghanistan and 
occupied Pashtun territories of Pashtuns and Balochs are the descendants of the ancient Gandahara hindu 
civilization and that’s why is so generous, despite its own weak economy, helping Karzai to build roads, schools, 
hospitals, dams and Military. The today’s war in Afghanistan is the result of the forceful conversion to Islam of 
the descendants(Pashtuns) of the ancient Hindu culture and civilization (Gandahar) which respects Islam and 
Muslims as priority over their own nation Pashtun and their own original culture of ancient Gandahara( 
Hindusim) as an enemy and Kafir (non-believer) while the cultural and biological father (ancestor that is today’s 
India) of Pashtuns is sub-consciously supporting her own cultural descendants in an effort to save her and her 
offspring from the growing threat of Islamic fascists encroaching the land of Afghanistan.  

Pakistan, the descendent of the same cult of Ghaznavi who massacred Pashtuns and their culture together 
in favor of Arabs, terms this phenomenon as rivalry for influence in Afghanistan by India and Pakistan. India is 
deserving influence in Afghanistan as the people of the land of Afghanistan and Pashtunkhwa are the 
descendants of the ancient Gandahara civilization whose ancestors are in today’s India, that’s why India has the 
rightful claim of rightful influence on Afghanistan while on the other hands, Muslims destroyed Pashtuns and 
todays Afghanistan with their forceful conversions of religion and cultures, languages and people to Arabic-
centered Quran and Islam with the help of their friends, the people of the book who are Christians and Jews 
and till today are busy in the destruction of Pashtun culture and land. On the other hand, our communist regime 
in Afghanistan took the help of the non-believers (not of the books), the USSR when Pakistanis and Saudis took 
the help of their friends of the books namely Christians and Jews.  

Some Afghans who are the sub-conscious brain-children (in fact bastards as Ghaznavis and Arabs raped our 
Pashtun women) of the Ghaznavis argue with Pakistanis that they have named their missiles and other military 
technology after the prominent Afghan rulers like Ghanavi, Ghori and Abdali; they are wrong as Pakistan is the 
intellectual and brain-child of those rulers, what those rulers did to the ancient Gandahara, Hindus and Hinduism 
is clear to all and Pakistan is following the same way. Whoever have destroyed Pashtuns, their language and 
culture of original ancient Gandahara civilization is the enemy of Pashtuns, be it Ghaznavi or Ghori. The fact is 
that Pashtuns have sub-conscious leaning towards Hindus and Hindusim while superficially they may hate them. 
The bastards of Arabs and Ghaznavis, the today’s ruling class of Kabul which consists of Mujahideen (the 



guardians of islam and Arab) sided with Pakistan against the non-believer (USSR) and destroyed their own 
country and people in favor of Arabs, Punjabis and Westerners (the people of the book) as Pashtuns have also 
been doing the same (Masochism) but when came to power resorted themselves to the India as they found no 
one to help but their ancestral Indian hindus. Now, Mujahideen and their Afghan followers may be superficially 
talking and defending Islam but they have sub-consciously admitted their historic ancestors only after they hit 
themselves once as being masochist by their islamic fathers; the Arabs and Pakistanis. Some of our Afghan 
bastards born as a result of Ghaznavis and Arabs or now even Pakistanis rape of their women are fully bastards 
both really and sub-consciously like Gulbadinese and Talibans. The Mujahideen currently ruling Kabul are half 
bastards superficially representing their Islamic fathers who are now adamant as usual on their destruction, so 
they have resorted to their original historic cultural ancestors in India for help who definitely will help 
representing their sub-conscious mind to be admitting their historic hindu ancestry instead of Islam. The Afghan 
socialists (PDPA; People Democratic Party of Afghanistan) supported by India and the USSR are the only people 
left in Afghanistan who are the real sons of the land as Dr. Najib mentioned them in this way. “ If you are the 
real son of the Afghan Land, if you are really connected to this family of Afghans, then throw the weapons given 
to you by your Islamic fathers which dates back to Ghanavis and instead protect your land from the foreign 
Islamic and the Book’s intruders”. (Interpreted by Comrade Daud Afghani) 

The Afghans of PDPA are the actual and subconscious sons of the Afghan land and people representing the 
original culture and civilization of this soil and have not been affected by the brutal cultural and geographical 
invasion of the Arabs, Persians and Turks. Mahmud Ghanavi is much respected in Pakistan as the champion of 
Islam  
while in India, he is the most detested person who looted, plundered and raped the whole Hindu India including 
Pashtuns.  

Theory of Ideological Cladding of Pashtun’s Nationalism  

 
In the context of the above short history of how Pashtuns are and were exploited by the Muslims; Arabs, 

Turks, Persians, Mughals, British and then finally Punjabis, I present my theory of Ideological Cladding of 
Pashtun’s Nationalism hindering their way to reach their salvation from last exploiter Punjabis specifically and 
the rest generally.  

 
Besides dividing the Pashtuns geographically by the late British and Punjabis in three different 

constituencies inside Pakistan and two different countries in the region, the international conspirators against 
the unity of Pashtuns who fear the unity may be able to once again rise to a bombastic Afghan Empire and will 
deprive them of their interests in the region; have also divided the Pashtuns ideologically as regard to their 
cultural, ancestral and religious originality each trying to fabricate and lean the Pashtun’s original culture, 
religion and ancestry towards themselves in the form of Arabs claiming them Muslims and the lineage of 
Prophet Yousaf or Benyamin, the westerners claiming them to be Jews with Israeli ancestry while the Persians 
claiming them to be zoroastrianis with Persian ancestry.  Although the Persian’s claim is valid with Hindu culture 
in Mauraya Dynasty and Israelis took asylum and merged with the locals but Pashtuns were never Muslims and 
have no biological and cultural connections to Arabs.  

The theory identifies two historical and broad ideological claddings around the sacred cause of Pashtun 
Nationalism which has dumped the original spirit of Pashtuns to unite. The first cladding engulfed the Pashtun 
nationalism, its original Pashtunwali to be found in the ancient Gandahara Civilization when Mahmud of Ghazna 
(Mahmud-e-Ghaznawi, the most memorable and liked figure in Pakistani public, government and predominantly 
Pakistani Military), a turk first Muslim attacked the ancient pre-Islamic Hindu civilization of Pashtuns. The 
invader was more a looter, plunderer, rapist and destroyer of the peaceful and historic gandahara civilization of 
Pashtuns rather than a holy and respected Islamic Conqueror as most of the Pakistani and the Muslim world 
thinks.  The acts of Mahmud Ghaznavi alone can make me stay away from Islam as he was the person who 



transformed our original code of Pashtunwali to a more sub-standard, devilish, conservative and greedy Arabo-
Islamic way of living while changing the originality of the historic Afghani (Pashto) language’s kharoshti 
(Sanskrit) script into Arabic besides the forceful conversion of Pashtuns to Islam from Hindusim castrating, 
killing, raping and subduing Pashtuns and dishonoring their women by bringing Arabs. The first and foremost 
enemy of Pashtuns, their original Pashtunwali and original Afghan language is Mahmud Ghaznavi who 
destroyed and majorly transformed our liberal lifestyle comparable to modern day European civilizations and 
imposed Arabic customs and traditions which he imposed on Pashtuns in the form of Islam and rigorously and 
deeply integrated into the ancient gandahara Pashtun civilization. The loss that this person rendered to our 
society, language and people is unprecedented and has resulted in the Pashtun society to conform majorly to 
Arab barbaric religion and we can see the repercussions of the great damage to our culture and tradition in 
today’s Pashtun society which is totally an Arabic society unlike the old Gandahara Pashtun civilization. Much of 
the misery that we Pashtuns are suffering today is due to that cultural transformation of Pashtuns into an 
Arabic desert civilization contained in the ruthless tenets of Islam invented by a greedy Arab to control the 
wealth, ideology and emotions of the people. The religion Islam might be good for Arabs only as the Arabs were 
burying their living daughters, not the rest of the people. The arabs were the most uneducated, cruel and 
ruthless people with no manners and civilization and Islam might have improved their situation a bit though for 
others, who had been living in the most well-civilized and well-mannered way did not need Islam as the leading 
way of living as it was outdated, primitive and substandard and more importantly a barbaric set of instructions 
having no regard for women and other social affairs. The Arab thought that the rest of the people are also living 
as they were before, started to forcefully impose their barbaric set of Instructions which Muhammad made for 
them having no place in other civilizations. Until then, Pashtuns are constantly being used to protect the Islamic 
Republics, civilizations and caliphates as mere guardians or servants except with few Empires in the history 
which is memorable like Sher Shah Suri, Lodhy Dynasty and finally Ahmad Shah Baba but those too were 
prioritized strictly on Islamic basis while they did not do much for Pashto (Afghani) and Pashtuns unity. Only 
Khushhal Khan Khattal is the single memorable personality in Pashtuns history who tried to revive the original 
Pashtunwali stripped off the ideological cladding of Islam and Arabs as priority over the Pashtun Nationalism 
but he did not seem to have got the support of his Khattaks and Yousafzais (fully Punjabized tribes of Pashtuns 
in today’s Pakistan) due to the ideological cladding of Islam and Arabism as priority over Pashtun Nationalism.  

So, in the context of the above discussion, now it’s clear that Pashtuns original culture was substantially 
changed and mixed in the ruthless Arab-centered Islam (a set of doleful instructions suitable to the 
unsophisticated civilization of Arab only) which resulted in the new but uncultured formation of new mentality 
and ideology of Pashtuns about society, living and civilization rooted strictly in the unrefined and cruel set of 
tenets of Islam. The Pashtuns were made so much fanaticized to Islam by a systematic way through Ghaznavis, 
Ghoris, Khlijis, Lodhis, Mughals, Durrnais, and finally British dynasties for almost a millennium when the first 
ideological cladding of Pashtun’s Nationalism was thought to be completed. Now, the bastards Pashtun born 
from Ghaznavis, Arabs, Ghoris, and finally Mughals who systematically changed our original Pashtunwali and 
culture through ages of Islamic Dynasties are prioritizing Islam and Arab culture and Nationalism as a sacred 
religion of Muhammad over their own Pashtun Nationalism as a sub-standard and second on priority list. Even 
the most radical Pashtun Nationalists today have this ideological cladding over their Pashtun’s Nationalism and 
they think the Unity of Pashtuns must be based on Islam or they foresee Pashtun Nationalism strictly rooted in 
Islam which is completely rigorous and an alien Arab culture and nationalism. This ideological commonality 
among Pashtuns in regard to their Pashtun Nationalism is called Single-Cladded Pashtun Nationalism (Coined by 
Comrade Daud Afghani).  

The Single-Cladded Pashtun Nationalists forms the Majority of the Afghanistan, Worldwide Diaspora and 
Minority in Pashtunkhwa and Balochistan. The single ideological cladding has took almost eight hundred years 
to ruthlessly surround the bare (Real) Pashtun Nationalism encompassing the different Islamic Empires and 
Dynasties stated above.  



The Effects of Single-Cladded Pashtun Nationalism on today’s Politics  

Since the Islamic Identity in Pashtuns has become part of Pashtuns new Arabic-centered culture and 
Pashtunwali where Pashtunwali derives many customs and traditions from Islam (remarkably different from 
Pashtuns’ originality of Gandahara civilization) which is deceptively justified by the stubborn and fantasizer 
single-cladded Pashtun Nationalists who love to live in delusional Pashtun’s bravery, manners, Ghairat, respect 
and Islamyat like pseudo-qualities bestowed upon them by the ideological cladding of Islam. Pashtuns were 
really brave with all the other good qualities when they were at the age of Bare or Real Pashtun Nationalism 
which is to be found in the ancient Gandahara and today’s sect of Pashtuns considering themsleves the real 
sons of the ancient Gandahara civilization stripped off the claddings of Islam and Pakistan. Due to delusional 
bravery and so-called good qualities of single-cladded Pashtun Nationalists (which were in fact the tools for the 
different Islamic Dynasties and British to exploit the sentiments of Pashtuns which is continued till today in 
Double-Cladded Pashtun Nationalists under Punjabi rule in Pakistan), they will never accept that cruelty and 
dishonor that the Ghaznavis and his successors meted out to Pashtun nation and so will accept the false 
justification of their Islamic fathers that they were originally muslims with the ancestry of Prophet Yusuf or 
Bneyamin satisfying themselves that Islam and Pashtunwali were so close that they merged into one another 
without any coercion and brutality by others. For single-cladded Pashtun Nationalists, Hindus are racially inferior 
people with sub-standard way of life as their Islamic fathers taught them to hate and fight the peaceful and soft 
hindus culture and people which was once their own culture. Pashtuns are stuck in the delusional bravery and 
being racially supreme to Hindus are reluctant to accept what happened to their past. This is the reason that 
single-cladded Pashtun nationalists will never achieve salvation from the slavery shackles of Arabs, Punjabis and 
the westerners like they did not release themselves from Ghaznavis, Ghoris Mughals and Persians. As long as 
they will prioritize Islam or will make Islam conditional to Pashtun unity, there will be no unity at all. Islam is 
totally an alien ideology to Pashtuns which has grossly damaged the originality of Pashtun’s culture and 
language.  

The reason behind the futile arguments with Pakistanis on the internet and in discussions that who the real 
leader of Islam is or who follows Islam in reality is because Pashtuns consider Islam as their original culture 
which has never been a culture or religion of Pashtun and will not be ever. Pashtuns never be able to 
monopolize over Islam as Arabs want to only Subjugate Pashtuns with this viral ideology which has hijacked 
their originality. In the race who to monopolize over Islam after arabs, the single-cladded Pashtuns are trying 
hard to present Islam as the culture of Pashtuns and Pashtunwali but Pakistanis have been lagging them behind. 
Pakistan has considerable monopoly over Islam specifically been granted by Saudi Arabia as the country 
established in the name of Islam with the capital of Islamabad, with Atomic Bomb as certified by the whole 
muslim world as an Islamic Atomic Bomb, with the Army having monopoly over the names of important Islamic 
Conquerors like Mahmood Ghaznavi, Ghori and Abdali besides the ruthless integration of Islam and Quranic 
Principles in the constitution (1973) of Pakistan by Zulfiqar Ali Bhutto and General Zia-ul-Haq according to whom 
Pakistan is nothing without Islam like Israel is nothing without Judaism.  Furthermore, the Double-cladded 
Pashtun Nationalists in Pashtunkhwa and Balochistan are in high positions in Pakistan Army while the Triple-
cladded Pashtuns do not even recognize Pashtun Nationalism as a valid Islamic act or feeling who have been 
serving as Public outposts of Pakistani Islamic Military which is considered the single Islamic Power in the world 
and the Talibans and Gulbadinse are called the powerbase or a stronghold of political Islam. Now, at this 
juncture, one may be able to fathom why Zaid Hamid (a media clown of ISI) says that Afghanistan is an integral 
part of Pakistan. He is right in his own sense if one throws oneself in his shoes, one will understand that 
Pakistan has monopolized over all the Afghan, Persian and Turk great islamic conquerors over Hind which is the 
target enemy of Pakistan against which Zaid Hamid will fight a holy war called “Ghazwa Hind” to occupy and 
forcefully convert the Hindus and Sikh communities into Islam. Now, one can understand the demonic 
expansionist intentions of Pakistan under Islamic Wars or Ghazwas over the territories of Hindustan which has 
been under the rule of Mulisms for 800 years. Now it’s the time for India to wipe out all muslims who are 
pathetically craving once again to illegally occupy the peaceful and democratically civilized land of India. The 
Muslims have ruled India for 800 years, enough! Now it’s the time for India to crush the Taliban Movement 



which is destabilizing Afghanistan, India and the whole world in the pursuits of the greedy interests of Punjabis 
and Arabs in the disguise of Jihad. They have the same looting and plundering intentions which Mahmood 
Ghaznavi did one millennium ago and then they will call it holy Islamic Conquests! Pathetic you Muslims!  

In Islam whoever is Infidel, invite them to accept Islam or tell them be ready for fight and the double-
crossed swords of the Saudi government and military of Pakistan means the same thing.  

So, Afghanistan has certain restrictions in terms of political, cultural and ideological history being close to 
the former USSR, India and above all its geography and populace in the context of historical events, wars and 
cultures will not be able and will never be in a position or be ready to monopolize over the Sunni sect of Islam 
which currently Pakistan is enjoying for the good reason that Afghan Nationalism will have to suffer. 
Furthermore, Pakistan has already established herself on Sunni Muslims roots in its constitutions, Military and 
Civil Departments apart from its international Image as country established based on the two nation theory of 
Islam that’s Believers and Non-Believers (Infidels). The single cladded Pashtun Nationalists have to either shun 
Pashtun Nationalism to join Pakistan if they want Islam or strip off the cladding of Islam from their Pashtun 
Nationalism. Otherwise, they will just remain in delusions having no practical results. The single-cladded 
Pashtuns on one hand consider themselves to be the icons of Islam and Pashtuns considering themselves to be 
racially supreme than hindus while on the other hand, they are totally depending on Hindus military and 
financial support against their double and triple cladded pashtuns in Pakistan as well as their Islamic fathers in 
Saudi Arabia.  

The single-cladded Pashtun Nationalism is null and void in practice as it would not achieve any practical 
results while contradictory too in its very sense. Either they have to take the help of the original cultural 
ancestor India or their people of the books friendship, the Christianity and Judaism which has been in Kabul 
since last 11 years with Single-Cladded Pashtun Nationalists.  

Dual-Cladded Pashtun Nationalism 

 
The second phase of Pashtuns ideological cladding began when Pakistan came into being in 1947. Though 

British had been cladding the Pashtuns nationalist ideology before Pakistan in British India by supporting them 
to join Mulsim League instead of Congress or any other pro-indian party and had planted agents like Sahibzada 
Abdul Qayyum Khan among others to vote for Pakistan.  Although Bacha Khan and Samad Khan were trying 
hard to strip off that second cladding of Pashtuns ideology but due to the indifference of the Congress Party, 
the Ghandi, Nehru and the then Indian government made the British and Punjbis to pave the way to make 
Pakistan with the inclusion of Pashtunkhwa and Balochistan. The Congress Party and the Ghandi together with 
other freedom movement leaders were not acceptable in Hindu Nationalist communities as they had leanings 
towards Muslims and the British and that might be the reason that Ghandi was killed by very hindutva himself. 
Ghandi also took part in Khilafat movement which was predominantly a Muslim-favoring political body and even 
todays Indian government have specific leniencies towards muslims which the majority hindus are not enjoying.  

In brief, when Pakistan came into being, the Pashtuns who were merged with Pakistan by employing 
political tactics by British sponsored Muslim League and the Indian National Congress which in turn deceived 
our Pashtun Nationalist Ghaffar Khan and government of Balochistan. Pakistan proved to be an institution of 
hardcore fanatic islamists predominantly of Pashtuns origin rather than being a country. Pakistan, during its 65 
years, inculcated Pakistani Nationalism in the Pashtuns of Pashtunkhwa and Balochistan affecting rigorously 
their language and culture once again after the major cultural transformation of Pashtuns happened one 
millennium ago ranging from Mahmud Ghaznavi in 970 till the Mughals and British Empires. The second Major 
cultural transformation happened under the draconian terrorist Institution of Pakistan which de-pashtunized 
Pashtuns systematically within the span of its 65 years history thus adding a second layer to Pashtun 
Nationalism that is coined as Dual-Cladded Pashtun Nationalism. The dual-cladded Pashtun nationalists are 
predominantly of the Pakistani occupied Afghan territories that prioritize Islam as first, Pakistan as second and 
Pashtun as third on the priority list. The ANP and PMAP are good examples of dual-cladded Pashtun Nationalists 



among others. The dual-cladded Nationalists are fully Pakistanized and are protecting Islam, Pakistan and finally 
Pashtuns.  

Triple-Cladded Pashtuns  

Triple-cladded Pashtuns are those who belong often to religious political parties and Afghan insurgent who 
besides Islam and Pakistan, consider themselves Muslims without any sense of Afghanism at all. Their sense of 
Afghanism is so deeply dumped in the three fat claddings of Islam, Pakistan and Muslim Umma that they can’t 
even realize their sense of Afghan Nationalism and they are of course the worst form of Arabo-Pakistani slavery. 
The Afghan insurgent (Taliban and Gulbadinese) consider Pakistan as a friendly Islamic government After Saudi 
Arab while the religious political parties consider Pakistan as their second identity after Islam. The triple-cladded 
Pashtuns of the former MMA (United Council of Action Sponsored by the then President Pervez Mussharraf in 
Pakistan) are the best examples of triple-cladded Pashtuns who replaced the last sense of being Pashtuns 
deeply cladded in the fat layers of Islam and Pakistan with Muslim Umma concept and abolished Pashto as a 
subject from primary schools of Pashtunkhwa. Of course these people are very dangerous for Pashtun 
Nationalism and they are considered the enemies of Pashtuns while they themselves are too pashtuns.  Pashtun 
is the enemy of Pashtun Nationalism himself in favor of Arabo-Pakiatani Nationalism.  

There are certain events that I have observed as keen observer on their and others acts to find out how they 
are adamant to hijack the Pashtun’s Nationalistic legacy to make it the legacy of Arabs and Pakistanis. In the last 
elections in occupied Pashtunkhwa, 11 May, 2013; a religious leader contesting MNA elections modified the 
famous verse of the poetry of Khushhal Khan Khattak in the following way; 

 
پو ننګ مي وتړلو توره( افغان)د اسالم   

 

  ننګيالي د زماني خوشحال خټک يم 

The contestant belonged to the famous Taliban group of JUI-S, Samee-ul-Haq who claims to be the father of 
Talibans and prominent Pakistan Military and Intelligent personality who caused the ruthless killings, raping and 
plundering of thousands of innocent Afghans both in current day modern Afghanistan and Pashtunkhwa. You 
can yourselves observe how a puppet of Punjab and Arab is utilizing the poetry of our grandfather who 
defended Afghans instead of Mughals, British, Arabs and Punjabis or their Islam. This verse of poetry can of 
course attract the and exploit the Afghan-loving sentiments of the Pashtun population and how the puppets 
are using the nationalist legacies of our respected grandfathers in favor of those against whom Khuhhal Khan 
Khattak fought. He replaced the name of Khushhal Khan Khattak with his own contemptible name. This is one 
example which can make you understand how the triple-cladded Pashtuns of Pashtunkhwa is challenging 
Afghanism with Islam.  

 
If General Zia-ul-Haq said that Pakistan is nothing without Islam just like Israel is nothing without Judaism 

then they must very well know that Afghanistan is nothing without Afghans only. Unless and until, we don’t 
believe that Afghanistan is only for Afghans, neither for Islam nor for any other thing, then there is hardly a way 
for our salvation. Our spirit of Afghanistan is rested in Afghanism not in Islamism and we have to see a false 
legacy of Islam in our history as Afghans since the times of Mahmud-e-Ghaznavi; the Plunderer. Neither 
Mahmud-e-Ghaznavi nor Shahabuddin Ghori is our historic Afghan hero as they were turks and heroes of islam 
and Pakistan is claiming their legacies and the later has tomb in Pakistan. They did not do anything for 
Afghanism rather they destroyed our ancient Afghan civilizations brutally. They are corresponding to the same 
plunderer and looters cult which we see now in the form of Talibans and gulbadinese who too are the legacy of 
Pakistan being harboring them.  

 
So Afghanism is under sever threats under the theory of ideological claddings of Pashtuns; the uppermost 

cladding of Islam and Arab Nationalism is encroaching on Afghan Nationalism as priority and hence Afghan 



Nationalism is going deeper and deeper in the layers of Islam. There are two dimensions of Afghan Cold war 
today in the context of the uppermost cladding of Islam covering Afghan Nationalism; 

1. There is an unconscious fight between Afghanism and Islamism in the geography and demography of 
Afghanistan and Pashtunkhwa. There is a rivalry between the two institutions as to whom the Afghan 
geography and demography belongs; that’s for sure to Afghanism. While Islamism has created a 
sufficient space in Afghanistan geography and demography in the wake of almost one millennium and 
has left false Turkic islamic legacies to Afghanistan in the form of Mahmud-e-Ghaznavi and Ghori which 
are already claimed by Pakistan which deserves it too.  

The rivalry between Afghanism and Islamism was more vibrant in the times of Afghan communist 
regime ranging from 1978-1992 though it exists till today as a part of the accumulated efforts against 
Pakistan and Saudi Arabia.  

2. There is  a rivalry between Pakistan and Afghanistan as to whom the real Islam belongs too as Pakistan 
is claiming the legacies of all the late Turkic-cum Afgan islamic conquerors as their Islamic heritage and is 
following the same philosophy of Mahmud-e-Ghaznavi and Ghori against Hindu India. Afghanistan may 
be falsely claiming this legacy as she is established in the name of Afghans not islam as Pakistan’s case 
is. Furthemore, the hinu India is a very good political and strategic friend of Afghanistan while the legacy 
of Mahmud-e-Ghaznavi and Shahabuddin Ghori is just rested in the destruction of Hindi religion, culture 
and civilization and Pakistan has the same intentions. To brief it, Islam never belonged to Afghanistan 
and it’s fully the legacy of Pakistan and Saudi Arabia. This dimensional rivalry is more common in today’s 
Mujahideen era government of Afghanistan.  
Apart from the ideological two-dimensions rivalry in the geography and demography of Afghanistan 

corresponding to the upper ideological cladding of the theory of Ideological claddings of Pashtun 
Nationalism, there is a second cladding which corresponds to the geographic division of Pashtuns among 
Pakistani occupied Pashtunkhwa and the current day modern Afghanistan. This cladding is the result of 
almost one hundred years of British and Punjabi efforts to Pakistanize the Pashtuns of Pashtunkhwa and 
has caused the second cladding around the Pashtun Nationalist spirit and feelings. This ideological cladding 
in the wake of geographical, political and governmental division of Pashtuns has caused a one dimensional 
rivalry between Pakistan and Afghanistan on whom Pashtun belongs to! Since Pashtuns of Pashtunkhwa 
have been under the demonic hands of Pakistani institution which constantly inculcates Pakistani values in 
them and making them ideologically Pakistani first or as a priority over their Pashtun Nationalism, there is a 
growing tendency among the Pashtuns of Pashtunkhwa to first recognize themselves as Muslims (first 
cladding common to Afghanistan and Pakistan both as a result of one millennium forceful conversion 
efforts), then Pakistani and finally Pashtuns. So, Pakistan is claiming Pashtuns under her fabricated and false 
Pakistani Nationalism while Afghanistan is claiming Pashtuns under her Afghan real nationalism.  

 

Why Islam belongs to Saudi Arabia and Pakistan Only? 

Here is why Islam is an Arab Nationalism or Arab Culture sponsored by Pakistan and is totally an outsider 
thing to Afghans and other muslims.  

1. The Prophet of Islam Muhammad was an Arab 

2. The Holy Book of Islam, Quran is an Arabic 

3. Kaba, Mecca and Medina; the Holy places of Islam is in Saudi Arabia  

4. The language of Paradise granted by Allah for good deeds will be only Arabic 

5. The double-crossed sword symbol having origins in Quranic verses is the National Emblem of Saudi 

Arabia and a symbol of Pakistani Military which implies that whoever is infidel, tell them to accept Islam 

or ready for the fight.  



6. Other Mulisms who are not the native citizens of Saudi Arabia and Gulf Countries which is the Land of 

the Prophet Muhammad are not allowed to be granted citizenship while they can have citizenship of 

any other country except the Saudi Arabia and the Gulf.  

7. The Military of Pakistan is specially funded by Saudi Arabia and other Gulf Countries. 

8. The Atomic Bomb of Pakistan has been certified as Islamic Atomic Bomb by the whole Muslim World 

9. The Islamic and Quranic principles are ruthlessly integrated in Pakistan’s draconian Military, civil and 

Intelligence Departments besides the Islamic articles integrated as a fundamental part of 1973 

constitution by Zulfiqar Ali Bhutto and later on in 1977 made more strict by General Zia-ul-Haq 

10. Pakistan came into being based on the pathetic two nation theory which if seen keenly corresponds to 

the double-crossed sword of Saudi national emblem and Pakistani Army symbol which implies to 

slaughter the infidels (non-muslims). In Islam, there are two communities or Nations; one is Believers 

(Muslims) and the second is Infidels (Non-Muslims), so this is the two nation theory which forms the 

basis for the establishment of Pakistan.  

11. Pakistan claims the legacy of all the prominent Islamic conquerors which are hated in the world for 

looting and plundering; viz Mahmud-e-Ghaznawi, Shahabuddin Ghori, Muhammad Bin Qasim, etc.  

12. The capital of Pakistan was named as Islam-Abad 

13. The national language of Pakistan Urdu is considered to be the first language of Muslims; not even 

Arabic which is thought to be the language of Non-Muslims before Islam.  

14. The government of Pakistan whether civil or Military usually have very close ties with Saudi Arabia; 

Saudi Arabia gives asylum to all Pakistani politicians like Mussharaf, Benazir Bhutto and Nawaz Sharif 

while it does not give any entrance to a common Muslim who performs his religious duty of haj without 

a visa.  

Here is why Islam and Muslims are not sympathetic to Afghans and why Afghans must reject them 

1. Saudi Arabia and Pakistan, the two leaders; one financial and one Military of the Muslim world are 

supporting, financing and franchising terrorism in Afghanistan 

2. Afghans are brutally killed every day due to Saudi and Pakistani-sponsored Terrorism and there is no 

condemnation from the whole Muslim world.  

3. The Imam of Kaba and other prominent Islamic scholars are silent on the brutal killings of Afghan’s 

children women and elders 

4. The Imam of Kaba and other prominent Islamic Scholars who have the authority to issue a Fitwa (an 

Islamic Mandate) are reluctant to issue the most needed fitwa against the terrorist suicide attacks to be 

invalid in Islam. Now, here is two things; 

i. Either Islam permits suicide attacks against innocent Afghans or 

ii. The Imam of Kaba and other prominent and well-respected islamic Scholars are unsympathetic 

to Afghans and have some material interests hidden in killing Afghans 

 

 



Here is why Islam must be rejected 

1. Islam is killing more muslims than non-muslims. A theory, religion and an institution which kills more of 

its own people means that it’s not true or its followers do not need it any more 

2. Islam has been killing Afghans by sponsoring terrorism in Afghanistan, by killing Palestinians in Jordan 

with the help of General Zia-ul-Haq, by supporting china in torturing Muslims in Xingxong and Urumqi, 

by supporting USA in Syria, Iran against Muslims,  

3. Saudi Arabia and Pakistan, the Financial and Military leaders of the muslim world have long been 

supporting USA in her imperialist adventures on Islamic countries like Iraq, Iran and Afghanistan.  

4. Pakistan, Talibans, Al-Qaida and Saudi Arabs along with the whole Muslim world present the true face of 

Islam as it is taught in Quran and hadith. Similar atrocities, brutalities and plundering can be observed in 

the most Ghazwas (Holy Wars) during the times of the Prophet Muhammad and Suhaba which exactly 

corresponds to the acts of today’s Saudi and Pakistani sponsored Taliban.  

5. Even if Islam is different in books and literature from its followers, which we know that it’s not; still it is 

responsible for the destruction of Afghans specially and Muslims generally while the non-Muslims are 

just using it for their political and economic motives because of the fact that the followers who are 

committing inhuman acts against Afghans and Muslims are existing because the literature and 

institution of Islam is there, if there were no Islam, there would not have been any follower and so there 

would not have been any Taliban to commit the inhuman acts against Afghans.  

A nation who loves Islam as priority over their own Nationalism will not fight Pakistan and Saudi 
Aabia 

We see that since Pakistan has been established as a result of the forceful conglomeration of different 
ethnicities and nations which do not share any common political, economic and strategic agenda; only those 
people are supporting her existence that follows Islam and hence accept the two nation theory originated from 
Islam as the Believers (Muslims) and non-believers (Non-Muslims or Infidels). Islam mandates that warn the 
infidels to accept Islam or be prepared for a fight, so Saudi Arabia is doing the same with the help of its Military 
Outpost that is Pakistan to conspire terrorist designs against India, Russia and Afghanistan (Afghanistan though 
a Muslim country but not ready to subjugate under their Islamic imperialism). The same two world Muslims 
leaders; Pakistan and Saudi Arab will even kill Muslims if they do not subdue under their Islamic Imperialism or 
will support the Communist China, north Korea for strategic and military support against her own Muslim 
infidels (rebels like Afghans, Iran, Syrians, Lybians, iraqis and Palestinians) and will even side with Israel, a polar 
opposite to their Islam. The Pakistan and Saudi Arabia, through Talibans, Al-Qaida and Pakistan army will kill the 
Muslims who do not want to subjugate under their prospected Islamic Caliphate, the intellectual legacy of 
Mahmud-e-Ghaznavi, Shahabuddin Ghor, Muhammad Bin Qasim and other Muslim conquerors-cum-looters left 
to the ISI generals and Media clowns like Zaid Hamid and General Hamid Gul, their followers and their Saudi 
counter parts. They think that they will implement Islam by taking arms and ammunition from North Korea 
(Osama Bin Ladin taking arms from NK) and being guarded by Chinese Communist Liberation Army in Gawadar 
and Gilgit Baltistan against the Balochs and other local rebels, a polar opposite to Islam and Muslims and siding 
with Israel and America against Syria, Libya, Palestine and Iran who do not accept their Islamic slavery. The two 
demonic states (Pakistan and Saudi Arabia) who want to subjugate the whole Muslim world of 52 countries 
under their greedy Islamic pretext of establishing an Islamic Empire which in fact is Islamic Imperialism or 
Islamic Slavery and in order to achieve that, they do not feel shameful by cooperating with Chinese communists 
and western capitalists and Zionists to torture and crush the sovereign Islamic countries.  

So, now coming to the point, a nation which prioritizes Islam over their cause for national freedom will 
never fight Pakistan and Saudi Arabia due to their extreme monopoly over Islam. It is evident from the fact that 



all other oppressed minorities in Pakistan have been fighting Pakistan actively like Balochs have several 
liberation and rebel armies viz BLA, PLA etc. and similarly, in pursuit of an independent and sovereign state of 
Sindhudesh, Sindhies have Sindhudesh Liberation Army (SLA), Jeay Muttahida Mahaz Sindh (JSSM) among 
others actively fighting Punjab and Pakistan army. But if we look at Pashtuns who are the most oppressed one 
in Pakistan in the wake of Pakistan anti-afghan strategies and the draconian foreign policy of Pakistan towards 
Afghanistan “Strategic Depth” besides the perpetrated torture in the short history of Pakistan on Pashtun 
Nationalists being jailed, tortured and beheaded for no reason, why Pashtuns seem be quiet despite their great 
praises and rhetoric of bravery, ghairat, power etc. If Balochs and Sindhis are fighting for their self-respect, land 
and people, why Pashtuns have been silent since the very inception of Pakistan in arms war against Pakistan? 
The answer is very clear! The Balochs and Sindhis have no regard for Islam which itself is like falling in Arab’s 
slavery and they respect Shindudesh and Free Balochistan is their religion, society, state, civilization and 
everything while we Pashtuns are stuck in delusional bravery, an unnecessary fantasy of racial supremacy over 
others while in that connection linking ourselves with the great Turk and Arab Islamic Plunderers of humanity 
like Mahmud-e-Ghaznavi, Ghori and Muhammad bin Qasim  and to consider Islam as the first and foremost 
responsibility to be protected. We Pashtuns are happy being slaves to Arabs and Pakistani fantasized Islamic 
Empire and we will remain the guardians and will be standing at the borders. We Pashtuns have prioritized Islam 
(which is in fact an Arab Nationalism and Culture proved above) over our own Afghan Nationalism and 
therefore we will not get salvation. Pashtuns are therefore historically Pakistan lovers and are sub-consciously 
not willing to harm Pakistan as the center of Islam in the pursuits of their Pashtun Nationalism and freedom 
which they consider less important than Islam. A considerable Islam-fanatic population even in Afghanistan 
under the leadership of Gulbadin and Mulla Omar do not want Pashtun Nationalism or Pashtun freedom as they 
consider it will harm Pakistan. In my theory of Ideological cladding, they fall in Triple-Cladded Pashtuns 
category. It is evident from the fact that in early 60s and 70s during Zahir Shah’s and Daud’s regime, the leftists 
used to campaign for Pashtunistan as they were Bare or Real Pashtun Nationalists without any cladding of Islam 
or Pakistan, they considered Afghanism as their religion and everything, then the religious people used to 
interfere as they did not want to break Pakistan.  

In Pashtunkhwa the triple-cladded Pashtuns, the slaves of Arabs and Punjabis can even issue a fatwa 
(Islamic Mandate) against Pashtun freedom or Pashtunistan as it would harm Islam, Pakistan and Saudi Arabia 
but would never condemn, and mourn the death of Innocent Afghan children at the hands of their own 
sponsored terrorists. So, Pashtuns sub-consciously love Islam and so they love Pakistan and Saudi Arabia. 
Pashtuns have been defending the demonic state of Pakistan as mere guardians and servant having no respect 
in the center Punjab by killing, looting, raping and destroying her own people, villages, cities and culture. The 
people in the center who are Punjabis will not remember them with good names even if they are protecting 
them from India, Afghanistan, and America and so on. They will just say Pashtuns are paid jihadies (I have 
observed them calling Pashtuns paid jihadis when the guardians of Islam, the cult of Pashtuns loving Islam and 
Pakistan argues with Punjabis that they have been protecting Punjabis from India in 1965, 1971, 1998 and on 
many other occasions in the far past and present).  The Arabs will call them paid Jihadis and so the Punjabis, 
they have no respect. Pakistan has Pashtun Talibans fighting against their own Afghans and Americans to 
defend Pakistan. The Pashtuns in Pakistan army blew themselves up under the indian tanks in 1965 considering 
Pakistan as the center of Islam which must be protected. If Saudi Arabia considers Pakistan as her Military 
outpost to protect her in cold war or the great game against the revenging non-Muslims specifically the hindus 
who have been tortured and beheaded in the past by the bloody acts of Mahammadans, then it’s exactly the 
same that Pakistan is considering our Pashtun masses as the guardians and border servants of Pakistan against 
the potential revenging threats. And that’s why the founder of Pakistan, Muhaamd Ali Jinna mentioned 
Pashtuns in the following way; 

They are volunteers and wage-less (not demanding money or wages) warriors to protect Pakistan and 
hence he used them against India in Kashmir. Since their very founder has called us wage-less soldiers and 
hence the population of Punjab call us paid Jihadies, good respect for what Pashtuns did to the demonic 
undeserving country, but at the same time, let the Pashtuns be in slavery, they want it.  

 



More Claddings are in Process as a Conspiracy against Pashtun’s Unity and Nationalism 

The ideological cladding process is still progressing and it’s a well-planned conspiracy of the states to 
weaken Pashtun’s unity and nationalistic spirit so that they could not mount a rebellion. As far as Afghanistan is 
concerned, there has been only one ideological cladding that’s is in fact the cause behind the destruction and 
misery of Pashtuns and whole Afghanistan and no more cladding could be established due to the Pashtuns-
sincere state of Afghanistan. The ideological cladding of Islam over Pashtun nationalism was tried to strip off by 
our communist regime but they unfortunately did not succeed due to the centuries’ long inculcation and 
institution of Pashtuns’ mind on Islamic basis by our ancient Turk and Persian kings. So, the choice is clear, 
either accept Afghanism or Islam, both cannot stay together and the greatest delusional thinking that Afghans 
cherishes today is that they consider Afghanism and Islamism a kind of mixed things which are in fact grossly 
different; one being the Nationalism and culture of Arab while the other being the nationalism and culture of 
Afghans. How can one mix two nationalisms for the political, economic, social and educational motives of only 
one of them? We are in the pursuits of our political, social, economic, cultural and educational interests of 
Afghans only and hence we want the freedom of Pashtuns which has been hindering by Islam, Muslims and 
Pakistan in the form of Talibans and terrorism on Afghan land, so we must strip off the bizarre thinking of 
Afghanism and Islamism as closely related; Islamism is the enemy of Afghanism because Afghanism will not 
allow the Arabs and Pakistanis to subjugate their people and land whereas Islamist is adamant on the same. It’s 
very pathetic that most of the highly educated and radical Afghan nationalists give either priority to Islam or 
place it equal with Afghanism. Nevertheless, Afghans be at peace if they could not identify that Islam is the 
fundamental cause behind their destruction. I challenge my statement, if someone can come with counter 
arguments, he is welcomed. This is really a very unpleasant fact that Pashtuns are stubborn and will never 
accept their own faults, their oppressed past and will live in extreme delusional bravery, unnecessary racial 
supremacy by being proud of Turks and Persians who never have been Afghans, never have served Pashto or 
Pashtuns instead of torturing and beheading them. They are happy being delusional brave and fantasizing of 
their pseudo-supreme racial ancestry narcissistically linked with Turks, and Arabs while serving Islam as mere 
servants and doing nothing at all for Pashto and Afghanism.  

Pashtuns are habitual of delusions and dreams; while living in slavery, they think that they are heroes and 
have reached the apexes of freedom, while living in misery and oppression under the draconian military run 
Pakistani terrorist and discriminant institution, they will delude that they are living in Paradise, a country of their 
choice Islamic Republic of Al-Bakistan. In brief, their freedom is slavery, their bravery is cowardice, their 
nationalism is cannibalism or Islamism, their Pashto is Islam, and their truth is lies, their humanism is barbarism, 
their joy is misery, their self-esteem is disrespect, their rights are deprivation (comrade Liaquat).  

“Afghans are forcefully converted to Islam by Arabs, Turks and Persians by way of extreme torture and they 
took forward that oppressive way of Islamizing others and destroyed their own and others’ civilizations, served 
as proxies for Arabs, Turks, Persians, Mughals, British, Americans and finally Punjabis to destroy their own land 
and people. They served the barbaric Islamism more than Afghanism and hence beheaded, raped, tortured and 
exacerbated millions of its own people. In the recent scenario, Afghans are proxies of the greater Middle East 
great game working for the interests of multiple foreigners having no sense of jingoism, loyalty and love for 
their nation and country  and have been mentally, physically, culturally and economically defeated and deceived 
by their masters. They have established the worst example of slavery and torture on their own people in the 
history. Afghanistan is the graveyard of Afghans instead of the graveyard of Empires.  

Afghanistan is the battlefield for international powers while the Afghan population is divided into proxies 
for the different international powers each trying to have an influence and make a government of their own 
and as a result, Afghans kill each other and destroy their own land for the interests of their masters and in fact 
this the reason why Afghans cannot unite, agree and compromise among themselves. Kabul has been ruled by 
each international influential power viz, the socialists (Pro-Russian), the capitalists (Pro-American) and the 
Islamists (Talibans) and now it’s the time for Afghans to know themselves and unite based on the concept of 
Afghanism.” 



Pakistan has divided Pashtuns in three different geographical constituencies being Khyber Pashtunkhwa, 
FATA (Federally Administered Tribal Areas) and Balochistan which systematically creates perceptual, social and 
ideological differences among Pashtuns and thwart the unity of Pashtuns. Each geographical constituency of 
Pashtuns thus corresponds to an ideological clad over the nationalistic sense of Pashtuns and hence dumping 
Pashtun Nationalism deeper and deeper. States are continuously trying to divide Pashtuns based on the 
fabricated ideological and geographical differences as a result of which Pashtuns could never establish a 
Pashtun dominant state of their own where they could serve their own language Pashto as the language of the 
state, education and office, develop their own civilization, make use of their own resources, talent and people 
and drew its large masses of populations from rural life to make a commercial and Pashtun urbanized life for 
the first time.  

Here is how Pashtuns are delusional Brave and live in fantasy world of racial supremacy; a stumbling 
Block to Pashtun’s freedom 

Pashtuns (Afghans) have always been exploited throughout the history by the Arabs, Persians, Mughals, 
British, and finally Punjabies. Pashtuns have been used in many ways like; by installing religious fanaticism by 
Arabs, by calling them brave by British, and finally by creating Talibanism by Punjabies.  I, being myself a Pashtun 
(Afghan), feel too much shame that despite the fact that we have been used throughout our past but still we 
take pride in the way other people exploited us.  

How the others exploited Pashtun has been explained in earlier chapters but how the latter exploited us is 
definitely the target here. Despite the severe resistance by our sincere nationalist Pashtun leaders, British were 
successful to take control of the current day Pashtunkhwa and thus encroached on the land of Pashtuns under 
their imperialist dynasty. When they were compelled to leave by Indian National Congress, they did not leave us 
alone to decide our fate whether to join our own people in Greater Afghanistan or to join Greater India but 
rather they thought of entangling us in permanent slavery chains in the form of creating Pakistan with the help 
of some avaricious and hypocrite Muslims. They took help of our so-called bravery and endless love for Islam 
which the Arabs and their successors namely Persians and Mughals had already injected in us.  

The so-called bravery bestowed upon us by the British and Religious fanaticism by their predecessors were 
jointly exploited by British-led so-called hypocrite Muslims like Jinnah to create the most dangerous country 
which played havoc with the lives of Pushtuns lately. Pashtuns were and are the guardians of this so-called 
country of Islam and shed their blood against India, Russia and communist era Afghanistan to protect it.  Had 
Pakistan not supported by Pashtuns, it wouldn’t have been there at all.   

Pashtuns are being used to sustain the failed Islamic state of Pakistan in different ways. The Punjabi 
exploiters are ruling the state themselves while Pashtuns are used for its protection. They have created rifts 
between Pashtuns and Baloch separatists in Quetta, Pashtuns and MQM separatists in Karachi to weaken their 
collective efforts as they themselves are not able to counter these separatists’ movements. Similarly, Pashtuns 
are being used against their own secular, nationalist parties and Pashtuns residing in Afghanistan which benefits 
the Punjabi dominant so-called Islamic Caliphate of Pakistan. Pashtuns are being used against Indians in Kashmir 
and in wars against India like 1965, 1971 and Kargil hoodwinking them to fight a holy war against the non-
Muslims. 

Pakistan Exploits Pashtuns in Khyber Pashtunkhwa, Balochistan and Karachi 

Pashtuns need a leader and currently all of our leaders whether they are religious or secular nationalists 
have been hijacked by Punjab to protect Pakistan. Jamate-islami and JUI leaders are being used against India 
and Afghanistan primarily while ANP and PMAP leaders are being used against the Baloch and Muhajir 
separatists in Quetta and Karachi respectively.  

We, the Pashtuns have a long history of helping and serving the interests of others ranging from Persians, 
Mughals, Englishmen, Arabs and Punjabis and have been proxies for other’s interests that have resulted in this 



situation of ours which we see today. We are called terrorists, fundamentalists, Islamists and dollar-worshippers 
in the whole world and due to this reason, a global discrimination and oppression is being perpetrated on us by 
other ethnicities and people. We are breeding suicide attackers and are blowing ourselves, our children are 
studying in Islamic schools controlled by Pakistan Military Intelligence and financed by Saudi Arabia that have 
been the places for breeding Terrorists and suicide attackers who are being sold by the state of Pakistan in 
consideration for dollars. This is the interests’ war of the hegemonies and our stupid Pashtuns have been 
exploited in the disguise of Islam, Jihad and establishing an Islamic Caliphate. These are the concerns which 
must be discussed in Pashtun’s gatherings and an ethnic level reconciliation of Pashtuns is the dire need of the 
time. Until we do not reconcile and strip of the ideological claddings around our Pashtun Nationalism, the 
foreigners; Punjabis and Saudis will keep exploiting us and we will harm ourselves. We will be living in misery, 
chaos and economic, political, social and cultural slavery. The world will look down upon us as cheap people and 
no one will trust us. We will keep killing among ourselves, looting, torturing and dishonoring our women as long 
as there is no unified and reconciled Pashtun ethnicity stripped of any ideological claddings of Islam and 
Pakistan where the exploiters could potentially penetrate. 

When Pakistan was at the brink of being engulfed by the Communist USSR and when communist parties of 
Afghanistan came to power, once again Punjabies used our Pashtuns by the way of so-called Jihad and 
subsequent Talibanization; the most worst form of exploitation.  

Pashtuns have always been busy in protecting others; like we protected Arabs, Persians, Mughals, British 
and Finally punjabies. In 1965, 1971, 1978 till now, pashtuns sacrificed themselves in one way or the other to 
protect Pakistan, the so-called land of pious. Unfortunately, we did not do anything for ourselves; but it’s 
worth-noticing, worth-praising and at the same time worth-saddening too that we had some good leaders like 
Khushhal Khan Khattak, Bacha Khan, Samad Khan and the most recent one is Dr. Najibulla Ahmedzai but the 
unfortunate thing about us is that we are always exploited and misdirected by others cloaking in the disguise of 
Islam. We fought against our own sincere leaders who were desirous of creating a Pashtun Land “The Loy 
Afghanistan” free from the slavery chains of Arabs, Persians, Mughals, British and Punjabies.  

They all kept us away from pen and indulged us in weapons, black market, continuous war, hate, clashes 
among ourselves based on invention of different religious ideologies and manifestos, provoking negative 
tribalism, encouraging and promoting black market activities, smuggling opium, weapons, abductions and 
finally Talibanization; the most worst form of exploitation that we, the Pashtuns, had ever faced. The reality of 
Tribal free zone that was created by Pakistan’s predecessor British which was very proactively implemented by 
its successor Punjabi is that they wanted to have this area to buffer their fundamental dirty, self-centered and 
avaricious activities against snatching Pashtuns’ wealth, resources and most importantly, the freedom. Our 
Tribal free zone is also the worst form of exploitation that we are proud of as we think that we are free and 
brave tribes. We are never free, nor brave, nor pure Islamic but all is illusion. 

Today, the western world is jointly operating with Arabs, Pakistan and soviet-era puppet Mujahideen 
leaders of current Karzai government of Afghanistan and have been using our Tribal Free Zone as a safe haven 
for Terrorists, Talibans, War and Drug Mafias and have deprived the people of the area from freedom, peace, 
education and social life.  

Pashtuns on both sides of the loose Durand line is under many forms of imperialisms; like cultural 
imperialism, language imperialism, political imperialism, religious imperialism, economic imperialism, 
educational imperialism and the list goes on. We are confronted with the worst ever situation of social life and 
international image. We don’t have any sense of identity; the pashtunwali, our cultural originality; nor do we 
feel like that we are mentally hijacked and physically slaved by Pakistan. The worst example of our stupidity is 
that we are feeling pride in the Master who kills, tortures and exploits us and we very proudly say that we are 
happy with the Punjabi Masters by calling ourselves Pakistanies.  

The result of all the aforementioned types of imperialisms under which our Pashtun nation is unconsciously 
trapped is identified as De-Pashtuniszation or Pakistanization of Pashtuns. Pakistan is encroaching on the 
Pashtun land by a process called de-pashtunization and considerable portion of the land of Khyber 
pakhtunkhwa have already been depashtunized and its further claiming unbelievable climaxes like to engulf all 
the Pashtun areas of current Afghanistan that’s nearly all Afghanistan. Our Pashtuns from Koza Pashtunkhwa, 



Tribal areas and some fanatics in current Afghanistan are sleeping unconsciously and we are about to be 
finished, merged and Pakistanized in totality. I fear a still larger periods of mental and physical slavery in the 
hands of Punjabies as we ourselves don’t condemn and rebel against the Masters.  

Disillusionment is the Treatment of Pashtun’s Mind 

Pashtuns must be disillusioned of all the so-called injected qualities that they take pride in; like bravery, 
Islam-loving, sincerity, power, strength, excessive respect for elders, hospitality, racial supremacy over hindus 
who are in fact our cultural originiality etc. We must try to regain our originalities back of the times when we 
were not influenced and engulfed by Arabs, Persians, Mughals, British and Punjabies.  

Who has been using our Tribal Free Zone as Buffer? 

Our Tribal Zone had been using by the capitalist West; the father of Capitalism, USA, Arab and Pakistan to 
buffer their war activities against the then USSR and now its successor, The Russian Federation. The then USSR 
must not be blamed for using the free tribal zone to proxy her war activities as the Russian army fought side by 
side with Afghan Army of the then DRA (Democratic Republic of Afghanistan). Moreover, USSR did not inject 
Talibanism and other dirty things-turned cultural and religious tenets in us but rather USSR really developed the 
Pashtun land and constructed the world leading buildings and roads infrastructure and had huge plans to 
educate us. In contrast to this, the right-wing western world and their Islamic brotherhood together intuited us 
with the time-worst dogmas-turned religious and cultural customs. They dogmatized and talibanized us for their 
hidden ends and took full benefit of our Tribal Free Zone which they (The British) created 65 years ago when 
the first time they created the father-of-all-ills, The Pakistan.  

This buffer zone must be eliminated by the local people as the world is predominantly right-wing and the 
western capitalists and their Islamic brotherhood are interested to exploit the region’s people and their 
stupidity in the name of their so-called Islam, Bravery, Power and Guardians of Islam and Quran.  The left-wing 
world block is no longer there to help us, though they helped a lot but due to stupidity, insincerity and sell-outs, 
we were not able to capitalize on their unimaginable help. Now we must kick out these pseudo-qualities 
installed in our minds falsely by the mastermind western capitalist and their so-called Islamic brotherhood; 
Saudia and Pakistan.  Our Tribal areas and Pashtun’s land must not be a ground to test the capitalists-cum-
islamists right-wing world block’s military and intelligence strategies against the masses of Asia and Russian 
Federation.  

The double-faced game of Pakistan and her Masters, the Arabs and western Capitalists must come to an 
end and we must strive to make this happen. We must not sleep unconsciously anymore. The old generation 
must be disobeyed regarding their outdated, pro-islamists, pro-capitalists stance and new generation with new 
leadership must revise the Pashtuns’ politics of Lar and the Bar’s unity. We must free ourselves from Talibanism 
and all the dirty trends that have been introduced by the enemies and we must support those who help us in 
educating our people, making our land beautiful and worth-seeing, building and constructing infrastructure, 
investing to develop the society and creating jobs to make good economies and making and developing new 
civilizations.  

 
 

Bare or Real Pashtun Nationalism (Afghanism as Religion) 

Pashtun Nationalism stripped of any planned ideological claddings of Islam, Pakistan or any other 
geographically developed ideological claddings based on the different constituencies that Pashtuns are divided 
covertly by Pakistan is called Original, Bare or Real Pashtun Nationalism. This is the apex of the originality of 
Pashtun Nationalism and salvation point to achieve. Without this state of Pashtun Nationalism, Pashtuns’ 
salvation is a mirage or a figment of imagination. The real Pashtun Nationalism considers Afghanism as religion 



independent of any Arabic institution of Islam. The point to lasting peace, love, loyalty and patriotism to Afghan 
land and people is to achieve the state of Real Pashtun Nationalism. This state of Pashtuns’ mind and ideology 
of Pashtun Nationalism can heal the millennium long wounds of the Afghan People and can integrate the nation 
back on its track to development and prosperity.  

Unfortunately, Pashtuns with this state of Pashtun Nationalism have been very less due to the heavy and 
long-lasting ideological investment in Pashtuns by others and foreign intruders to break the ideological 
backbone of the Pashtuns’ solidarity. The former PDPA (People’s Democratic Party of Afghanistan) and some 
special Pashtuns in Pashtunkhwa have been the examples of such nationalism.  

The Consequences of Pseudo-Pashtun Nationalism 

All the above mentioned sorts of Pashtun Nationalisms are Pseudo-Pashtun Nationalisms except the Real 
Pashtun Nationalism. False or Pseudo-Pashtun Nationalism is covered by single, double, triple…… claddings, 
the most strong of which is Islam and Pakistan. Pseudo-Pashtun Nationalism in fact led the Pashtuns towards 
more and more slavery of Arabs and Pakistanis and is still going on instead of releasing them while they 
deceptively think that they are working for Pashtuns’ rights, progress and freedom. Pashtuns live in complete 
delusions and have been manipulated by conspirators in their very ideology of working for their own Nation. 
There is no need for Arabs and Pakistanis to prevent them from working for their own nation as they have put 
them in such a way that while working for their own nation, they will be in fact serving the clandestine ends of 
others and instead will lead their people towards more and more slavery. Arabs and Pakistanis have hijacked or 
even snatched ideologically the sense of true Pashtun Nationalism in ideological frame of Islam and Pakistan 
first to their national cause.  

Pashtuns today are parsing continuously by the different planned ideological constructions and thus moving 
away and away from the center of Pashtuns’ Unity which is a sacred cause and which must be achieved to put 
an end to the decades or even centuries’ long war to bring a permanent peace in the territory. All the 
ideological and geographical lines among Pashtuns which cause to separate them from one another are of 
course the lines of evil and it’s the sacrosanct duty of every Pashtun and peace-loving humans to eliminate it.  

It’s very saddening that slavery has been ruthlessly integrated in the minds of our Pseudo-Pashtun 
Nationalists and Islamists that they cannot even think freely. They have been born right in slavery and they even 
don’t realize that they are slaves too. Some Scholar has rightly said that; 

“A bird which is confined in an enclosure for long time forgets how to fly and a bird which is born in that 
very enclosure feels uncomfortable to have feathers to fly.” 

So, our Pseudo-Pashtun Nationalists are mentally enslaved, they have forgotten how to think freely and 
those who have been born in the state of mental enslavement don’t even recognize Pashtun Nationalism as 
they have been fully Pakistanized or Islamized (Depashtunized).  

The need and Importance of a Pashtun-dominant Sovereign State 

Pashtun Nationalism is as much significant as peace to the world. Pashtuns have been the center of 
international attention and which has grown to immense heights since very recently and Talibanism is a ruthless 
institution sponsored by the devilish interference of foreigners as well as neighbors which is engulfing 
Pashtuns’ culture and civilization for the second time in history (first time in Mahmud-e-Ghaznavi in 970) in favor 
of complete Islamization and Pakistanization. The ruthless institution of Talibanism is the biggest threat to 
Pashtuns’ culture and civilization after deteriorating peace of the region and the world at large. Pashtuns have 
been the center for international war and have been serving as proxies for others and have been destroying 
their own land, people, civilization and culture since last three decades. Pashtuns are the most serious victims of 
the international powers’ interests of the oil and gas resources of the central Asia which has stimulated the cold 
war and great game in the Middle East and the creation of a destructive institution of Talibanism. The 



international well-planned clandestine conspiracy against Pashtun’s unity that has resulted in ideological and 
geographical differences among Pashtuns and a world scale discrimination and oppression on Pashtun masses 
itself weighs the need and importance of a united Pashtun-dominant and Sovereign state where Pashtun 
himself will be the policy maker. The language of the 50 million Pashtuns (Afghani or Pashto) is as much 
significant as other languages of the world and only a sovereign Pashtun dominant state can make it the 
language of state, business, education, office and general life.  

Pashtuns have to build a nation based on the concept of Afghanism as a unity among them. Pashtuns all 
over the world must be granted citizenship in that ideal state to attract the worldwide Pashtun diaspora for 
intellectual, financial and social investment exactly as Dr. Najib tried to give every Pashtun on the surface of 
globe the citizenship of the then Democratic Republic of Afghanistan. If Pakistan is based on the Arab theory of 
Islam and Israel is based on their Judaism, why cannot Afghans make a Republic based on true Afghanism?   

Today Iran and Pakistan are representing, monopolizing and propagating the two broad factions of Islam 
which are Shia and Sunni respectively and their national solidarity is based on the concept of Shiaism and 
Sunnism. Shias are miserable in Pakistan and Sunnis are meted out the same treatment in Iran as of the 
different Islamic faction. Both are spreading the Arab nationalism in its different forms and are major threats to 
Afghan Nationalism, peace, prosperity and development of Afghanistan. In order to counter these growing 
threats, we have to establish a Republic based on Afghanism mentioned above.  

The western and the Islamic world’s policies are totally anti-Pashtuns and cause the destruction and disunity 
among Pashtuns in favor of their covert interests. Pashtuns have been politically, economically, socially, 
intellectually, ideologically and educationally handicapped and are made dependent on others. Pashtuns have 
been busy earning their lives in the cities of Punjab, Dubai, Saudi Arabia and the Gulf countries and are 
completely deprived of serving their own land, culture and people. Pashtuns have been the guards of the cities 
of Punjab and Arabs where in the form of Talibanism, they crush their own civilization and people besides 
ruthlessly taking over others to broaden the intellectual sphere of the Arabs nationalism called Islam.  

While Pashtuns are busy in serving the cities of Punjab and Arabs and develop their civilizations, languages, 
and urban life exponentially by dedicating their innate intellectual capacities; their own cities of Peshawar, 
Quetta, Kabul and Kandahar are burning in the flames of fire lit by Talibanism, Extremism and Islamism. It seems 
that the Sharia Law derived from Quran and Sunna is only for the cities and villages of Pashtuns while the cities 
and villages of Punjab and Arabs are enjoying freedom and modernity. Pashtuns have been so much stupid not 
observing where the barbaric Sharia Law originates from and where it is being Implemented.  

Pashtuns need to unite and to dedicate their all intellectual, ideological, economic and human resources to 
the establishment and development of their own sovereign state of Pashtunistan or Loy Afghanistan and have 
to take their politics, economy, natural, intellectual and human resources in their own hands. Pashtuns need to 
make their own destiny by rising against the hated institution of Talibanims themselves and uprooting it 
completely. The foreigners are just aggravating the situation on Pashtun Land, Pashtuns alone are the only 
people which could establish peace in the region as peace in the Pashtun land is not of the interests of the 
foreigners.  

Establishing such an ideal state for the peace, dominance, prosperity and sovereignty of Pashtuns is only 
rested in Real Pashtun Nationalism defined above. We Pashtuns have to consider our own nation as religion and 
have to protect it from the demonic hands of intruders. Pure Nationalism is the only solution to the problem of 
Pashtuns; otherwise, they will burn in the flames of Talibansm and sectarian wars inflicted by the manipulated 
ideological and geographical differences.   

Talibans and Ancient Afghan Turk and Persian Kings 

Talibans are the today’s version of the ancient Afghan Turk and Persian Kings e.g; Mahmud-e-Ghaznawi, 
Shahabuddin Ghori, and Muhammad Bin Qasim, an Arab looter of Sindh are prominent among others. They 
crushed the ancient hindu civilizations of the south Asia and made mass forceful conversions to Islam. They 
established Empires and Islamized a considerable portion of the people of sub-continent of whom Pashtuns are 



the worst examples of forcefully converted Muslims. These kings were able to win over forcefully on the 
peaceful people of sub-continent, the Persia and the turk areas until halagu Khan toppled their Empires but still 
they were able to continue their barbarity in sub-continent. They damaged the hindu culture and civilization a 
lot.  

Exactly is the case of today’s Talibans who have never been that much successful until now except with only 
one government that last for 5 years in today’s modern Afghanistan. Talibans are called the political Islam of 
today and are perpetrating the same atrocities that are observable in the ancient Afghan, Turk, Persian and 
Arab Kings and generals. Again, they are not able to win our great civilizations but still they consider 
Afghanistan, Pakistan as their center and India to once again play with the famous hindu civilization. They had 
already shown their unnecessary anger at the hindu civilization by destroying the ancient hindu culture 
remnants in Bamyan during their reign in Afghanistan. This is the second time that an army of ruthless fanatics 
blowing themselves up with explosives to forcefully Islamize the people and win over the politics and 
populations. They have been killing their own Muslims as they are the first to oppose them in Afghanistan due 
to their barbaric Islamic policies and interpretations remarkable different from the perceptions of the general 
population. They are busy in forcefully subjugating their own Muslim populations first in Afghanistan and in 
Pakistan; after that, they will advance towards India though truly a fantasy, but still they have these intentions 
which must be countered by proper planning to fight them at their very start.   

 
Figure 1.2: Gulabadinis and Talibans have replaced Pashtun Nationalism and are the center of Pakistan and 

Islam 
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Figure 1.1: Ideological and Geographical Cladding of Pashtun Nationalism  
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Figure: 1.3: Pashtuns are horizontally, vertically corresponding to geographically and 

ideologically being divided by the state conspirators and this is how Pashtun Unity is being 
clandestinely thwarted  
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